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TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
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section of the paper plus a 12bloid section for Big K.
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 4, 1973
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Sophomores To Buy Meal Tickets

Regents Approve Program
To Conserve Electricity, Fuel
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CITY AND COUNTY WINNERS—A total of $300 in cash prizes was presented to 30 city and county youngsters as winners of the
Calloway County Drug Council Bumper Sticker Slogan Contest. The presentations were made Monday night at the Middle School by
State Senator Carroll Hubbard.

Drug Council Names Contest Winners
Lynne Beatty and Steve
Thomas were named as grand
prize winners at the awards
presentation of the Calloway
County Drug Council Bumper
Sticker Slogan Contest Monday
night.
State Senator Carroll Hubbard was the featured guest and
presented the 30 cash awards to
city and county students.
A crowd of approximately 200
was on hand for the presentation of the 30 cash prizes
totaling $300.
Dr. Willard Ails, president of
the drug council opened the
program by welcoming the
guests and explaining the
function of the drug council in
the community. He then introduced representatives of Tau
Phi Lambda womens sorority
and presented them with certificates of appreciation for
their contribution to the
Bumper Sticker Contest. Beta
Sigma Phi, Gamma Gamma
chapter provided the award
money.
Johnny Bohannon, drug
council board member, then
presented similar awards to
teachers Mildred Lowe, Murray
Middle School, Janice Rose,
University School, Larry
Lovett, Lynn Grove for their
participation in the project.
Dr. Robert Daniel, another
drug council board member
presented awards to the Murray
Kiwanis Club and Peoples Bank
for their support.
Larry Mayfield, who accepted the award for the
Peoples Bank presented the
grand awards, $25 savings
accounts to Lynn Beatty, city
winner and Steve Thomas
county winner.
Ails then introduced State
Senator Carroll Hubbard who
emphasized the need for drug
education in our nation. Senator
Hubbard then presented the

Woman's Club
Music Program
Planned Sunday
The Murray Woman's Club
will present a program of
Christmas music on Sunday,
December 9, at three p.m. a,t the
Woman's Club House.
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
president of the club, said this is
an open meeting and the public
is invited to attend.
A variety of music will be
performed by members of the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Groups
performing include the chorus,
directed by Mrs. J.D. Rayburn,
and two ensembles under the
direction of Mrs. Robert E.
Johnson and Mrs. Joe Prince.
Solo works will be performed
by Mrs. Marie Taylor, pianist,
and Dr. Elizabeth Nevmam,
mezzo-soprano.
The planning committee for
the musicale consists of Mrs.
Vernon Shown, Mrs. Eugene
Herrin, Mrs. Joe Dick, and Mrs.
James Kline.
Refreshments will be served
following the concert.

cash awards to each of the
thirty winners.
Receiving awards were from
Almo School, Celissa Coy,
Michael Bell and Jeanne
Schroeder.
From Faxon School, Candy
Maddox, Ricky Litchfield, and
Tammy Lynn Conaway.
From Hazel School, Mickey
Hutson, Janet Ordway and
Tricia Phillips.
From Kirksey School, Beth
(See Council, Page 10)

60 Per Cent
Of 5-Day Class
Stop Smoking
Of the thirty-three persons
who started the Five-Day Plan
to Stop Smoking last week at the
Ellis Community Center, 60 per
cent have faithfully followed the
Plan and are no longer
smoking.
Bill Strong of the Five-Day
Plan, who reported the outcome
of the program, says that he
believes these 60 per cent are
well over the hump. He warned,
however, that they were not
necessarily free of the tobacco
habit, even though they had not
smoked for several days. "The
habit pattern is still there. But
these folks have proved that
they can get rid of it if they
follow the principles of the FiveDay Plan, and it will be much
easier for them to manage their
problems," he added.
"The next two months," he
said, "can be critical, for there
is a tendency to relax the vigil
against those patterns of living
which fit into the smoking habit,
and almost without thinking, a
one-time smoke can fall into the
habit again."
Participants signed decision
cards on the last night of the
plan, indicating they chose not
to smoke. They will carry these
with them as a reminder. The
group voted unanimously to
have what they called an
"alumni get-together,"
scheduled to be held at the home
of Bob Williams, 903 Clarkshire
Dr., on Thursday evening, Dec.
6, at 7:30 p.m. The group plans
to meet frequently as new
members of Nonsmokers International.
The Five-Day Plan to Stop
Smoking, sponsored semiannually by the Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church,
currently has teams in scores of
cities endeavoring to give aid to
those desirous of breaking the
smoking habit.

Murray State University
Both
freshman
and was also approved by the board,
moved to ease some of the sophomore students, with some including a delay until spring in
financial pinch Monday when exemptions, are currently the occupancy of the academic
the board of regents reverted to required to live in university portion of the new $5.3 million
a policy requiring sophomore housing. However, only fresh- academic-athletic complex.
dormitory students to purchase man dormitory students must
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
purchase cafeteria meal vice-president
cafeteria meal tickets.
for
adTo become effective at the tickets.
ministrative affairs, reported to
beginning of the next fall
In another action affecting the board that delivery of an
semester, the action was dormitory students, the board electric furnace for the massive
recommended by Dr. Con- enacted a policy rejecting facility is not expected until
stantine W. Curris, university establishment of co-educational March.
president, as a measure to dormitories but providing for
Original plans for the comincrease revenues to meet bond limited visitation. The policy plex called for a gas-fired
obligations for housing and states:
boiler. However, a critical gas
dining facilities.
"Subject to administrative shortage developed following
He said the change is a return regulations, open houses and installation, forcing
the
"to the same policy that existed visitation
programs are university to make a conversion
five years ago." Curris authorized provided that such to electricity for heating and
estimated that it will affect programs are not scheduled cooling.
about 375 students and increase during normal sleeping and
University officials expect to
revenues by about $30,000 a bathing hours or during prime get sufficient gas through the
year at the current level of study periods."
Murray Natural Gas System for
occupancy in the residence
A wide-ranging program to enough heat to prevent
halls.
conserve electricity and fuel deterioration of the facility, but

Capitol Hill about a higher
gasoline tax well before Simon's designation, sources
said.
Their representatives were
trying to determine how high a
tax increase on gasoline Congress might approve, the
sources said.
Some apparently concluded
that a 10-cent a gallon tax increase might be realistic
enough to be proposed formally.
Such a tax, accompanied by

not enough to allow occupancy
of academic areas until spring.
Other features of the
energy
use
-austerity
program" adopted in the board
resolution include:
—Achievement of 80 percent
in the utilization of gas-fired
equipment.
—Lowering of thermostats in
offices and classrooms.
—Disconnection of all ornamental lighting, including
discontinuation of tennis court
lighting.
—Postponement, whenever
possible, of projects requiring
heavy equipment.
—Reduction of hot water
temperature across the campus
by 10 degrees.
—Minimization of all vehicle
use.
—Compliance by drivers of
university vehicles with the 50mile-per-hour speed limit
proposed by President Nixon:
—Reduction by 10 percent of
farm equipment fuel utilization.
—Promotion of "energy
consciousness" by the student
body, faculty and staff.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who
served almost six years as the
fifth president of Murray State,
was officially declared by the
board as emeritus, effective
Jan. 1. Sparks was succeeded
by Curris in September.
Curtis delivered a report to
the board on the status of the
university budget request,
noting that he'feels very good
about how Murray State was
treated" in the budget
recommendation made by the
Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education.

(See Gasoline, Page 10)

(See MSU, Page 10)

Gasoline Tax Increase
Request Expected Soon
WASHINGTON i AP) — Congress may soon be asked to authorize a tax increase on gasoline that could increase the
price to about 60 cents a gallon.
Administration forces favoring such an increase were
working toward that goal in
Congress even before a shakeup of President Nixon's energy
advisers, sources said.
President Nixon was expected to announce today the
creation of a new Federal
Energy Administration headed
by William E. Simon.
DRUG COUNCIL AWARDS—State Senator Carroll Hubbard of
Also today the Senate was
Beatty,
city
Lynne
awards
to
prize
grand
Mayfield presents the
scheduled
to take up a measure
winner, and Steve Thomas, county winner, hi the Calloway to put the nation on year-round
County Drug Council Bumper Sticker Slogan Contest.
(Staff Photo by David Hill ) Daylight Saving Time to conserve fuel.
Simon, who will remain as
deputy Treasury secretary, has
been aligned with those adminThe Murray State University their International Jaycees istration advisers arguing that
Jaycees, the first university charter. Kenneth Martin, a heavy tax on gasoline is the
chapter in the Commonwealth national director, presented the best way to reduce conof Kentucky and the 12th in the United States Jaycees charter sumption.
On Monday Simon said once
nation, was chartered Saturday while area vice-president
night. During the ceremonies, Tommy Perry, presented the he is officially appointed to the
new post he would become
Dr.
Constantine
Curris, Kentucky Jaycees charter.
The installation of the charter chairman of the Cabinet-level
president of Murray State
University, was named an officirs followed the presenhonorary member of the new tations of charters. The officers
are Michael Smith, president;
chapter.
Dr. Curris welcomed the Tom Scruggs, internal vicechapter and said that he felt president; Ronald Dahlgren.
honored to have the first external vice-president; Jett
university Jaycee chapter in Mardeuse, secretary; Iceland
Kentucky located at Murray. King, treasurer; Duncan
Bushart, Alan Gaddie and
RESORT PARK, Ky.( AP) —
Also addressing the new
Daniel Madison, directors; arid Gov. Wendell Ford apparently
chapter were State Senator
Mike Carr, state director.
will go into his second and final
Carroll Hubbard and Kentucky
Also recognized were the legislative session next month
Jaycee president Jim Sparrow.
'arter members: Gene with everything going pretty
Hubbard, a long time Jaynee
Crider, much his
Wheeles, James
Outstanding
way.
member and an
Glynn
Allgood,
Freddie
In addition to his Democratic
Young Man of the Year hi
Marigold, Joe Wiggins, Richard Party's having a dominant nuKentucky, challenged the new
Jones, Steve Shaw, Ron Flet- merical advantage of 80-20 in
chapter to dedicate itself to the
cher, Ronnie Homra, Norm the House and 29-9 in the Senideals of Jayceeism in serving
Ormiston, Al Sanders, John ate, Democrats endorsed
humanity.
by
Rice, Dave Bradford and James liirn were
elected
to
leadership
Sparrow
urged
the
President
Spurlock.
Positions across the board at
chapter to care about people.
Murray—Calloway
Jaycee the pre-legislative conference
He said that too often help members recognized tor mew
here Monday.
comes to people too late. He efforts in helping to establish
The only would-be challenger
stressed that Jaycees must give the university chapter were:
was State Sen. Lacy Smith of
help when it is most needed.
Dr. Chris Emmert, president;
Louisville, who for a short periFollowing the addresses, John Youngerman, advisor;
od was vying for the vacant
state secretary Wake Sexton and Ray Thweatt, extension
senate majority-leader post
presented the new chapter with chairman.
against Ford's man, Sen. Tom
Garrett of Paducah. Even while
doing so, however, Smith
stressed he was not opposing
Ford, but only offering an independent choice. And Smith
withdrew in favor of Garrett
before a vote actually came.
House Minority Leader Harold DeMarcus, R-Stanford, told
The Associated Press that Ford
had unsuccessfully sought to
block his re-election to that
post by supporting his opponent, Rep. Bruce Blythe Jr.

MSU Jaycee Chapter Chartered

. WEATHER
FORECAST
Turning cooler with showers
diminishing
tonight
and
MSU JAYCEES WITH GUEST SPEAKERS—Murray State president Constantine Curris and state
Wednesday. Low tonight 38 to
43. High Wednesday in the 50a. Senator Carroll Hubbard, center, posed with officers and members of the Murray State University
Cooler with showers ending Jaycees at the Charter Night dinner held by the group Saturday night. Hubbard and Curris were the
guest speakers at the dinner.
Thursday.

Energy Emergency Action
Group formerly headed by John
A. Love.
Love resigned Monday and
sources said his deputy,
Charles J. DCBoria, also submitted his resignation.
Love, who had said that gasoline rationing would be necessary, told the Denver Post he
didn't want to remain in a "superflous job."
"To be honest, it's been difficult to try to do anything meaningful and even to get the attention of the President," the
Post quoted Love as saying.
Simon said in an interview
that speculation that the
reorganization reflected a victory by Treasury Secretary
George Shultz and his suggestion of a gasoline tax over Love
was "sheer nonsense."
But informed sources said the
disagreement over rationing
versus taxes was at the heart
of the decision to reassign energy responsibility.
Administration officials considered close to Shultz and Simon were talking soundings on

Local Students Participate
In Quad-State Band Festival
Eleven students from Murray
and Calloway County schools
were among 500 junior and
senior high school band
students from 109 schools in
four states who participated in
the 26th annual Quad-State
Band Festival on the Murray

Ford-Endorsed Democrats
Named To Leadership—Spots
Ford dismissed the charge
Monday night, saying it was
"ridiculous" to insinuate he
would become involved in Republican races when his party
has such dommanece in both
chambers.
The only real change in any
leadership positions came in
the Senate, when Republicans
there chose two freshmen who
were former House members to
their top leadership posts.
Those were Sen.-elect Eugene
Stuart of Louisville, who be-

came Senate Minority leader,
and Sen.-elect Joe Graves of
Lexington, who became Senate
GOP caucus chairman. The
third Republican chosen to a
leadership positon was Sen.
Denver Knuckles of Middlesboro, named party whip.
Although both Stuart and
Graves will be newcomers to
the Senate, Stuart is completing
his sixth term in the House,
while Graves will be ending his
first there.

State University campus
Monday, Dec. 3.
Students and the schools they
represented were:
High
Calloway County
School—Laurel Guy and Marion
Outland.
Calloway County Junior High
School—Tarrunie Calhoun.
Murray High School—Beth
Wilson, Martha McMullen,
Amanda Buice, Alan Wells and
Jenny Hinch.
Murray Middle School—
Marilyn Howard, De Ann
Thornton and Terri McCord.
The day's activities climaxed
with a concert and a recording
session broadcast live from
Lovett Auditorium. Students
from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Illinois and Missouri spent most
of the day in rehearsal for the
program.
The concert consisted of
separate programs for the
junior and senior bands. Dr.
Josiah Darnall professor of
music, conducted the junior
band, and Paul W. Shahan,
director of bands, directed the
senior band.

Color TV Winners
Announced By Club
wippere.of..fht Anh_19-inch..
by
color televisions given away
the Murray Rotary Club
Saturday have been announced.
The two lucky recipients are
E.D. Winchester, Rt. 5, Mw-ray,
and Don Rye, 508 S. 13th,
Murray.

MRS. CLEGG AUSTIN of Group I of the Christian Women's Fellowship of the First Christian
Church visits with the children at the Murray Day Care Center at the Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center. While there she presented a check for $100 from the fellowship group to the center. The
money was derived from the garage sale held by Group 1 at the home of Mrs. Howard Titsworth. Mrs.
,
Austin is using a puppet to entertain the children at the center.

COOKING Special Programs For Week Of Prayer
IS FUN Being Held At First Baptist Church

Bro. Dale Speaks At Daddy-Date
Night Held By Murray High FHA

The First Baptist Church is Support chairman of the Baptist
observing
the week of prayer Women of the church, has
Bro, John Dale was the guest mixed-up world.
missions with planned programs for 9:30 a.m.
foreign
for
"Daughters, no daddy hert
gy CtOt t INIOWNSTOP:(
speaker at the tenth annual
programs at the church. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursspecial
AP Feed I Sao.
Daddy-Date Night held by the tonight wants you to go buy
Frank Ganzales opened the day, and Friday at the church.
Murray High School Chapter of expensive gifts to show your
COMPANY DINNER
On Monday morning Mrs.
program
with his discussion on
Potatoes
the Future Homemakers of appreciation. A dedication to Roast Pork
Martin was program
5:30
James
Missions"
at
"Preaching
Green Beans
Thursday, the principles of moral and Applesauce
on
America
p.m. Sunday. At the evening - leader with special music of
Butter
Pie
Peanut
Frozen
clean
living would be the most
November 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the
worship service at 6:30 p.m. "He Touched Me" by Rev. and
FROZEN PEANUT BUTTER
Colonial House Smorgasbord. appreciated gift you could
Rev. Richard E. Walker spoke Mrs. Richard Walker. Mrs.
PIE
give."
specialty is on the mission program in Karl Hussung was program
This
Georgia
Miss
Krista
Kennedy,
served in the restaurant of the Brazil where he and his family leader for Tuesday morning and
president of the FHA chapter,
House of Representatives in have served as foreign was assisted by Mrs. Outland,
was the todStmistress for the Washington.
missionaries. A special duet, Mrs. Walker, and Mrs. Lloyd
banquet. Allen Rose gave the 4 ounces cream cheese
sung
in Portuguese, was by Jacks. Mrs. Gilbert Mathis sang
invocation, Martha McKinney 1 cup confectioners sugar
the song, "He Touched Me."
Mrs. Walker.
Rev.
and
gave the welcome, and Robert 1/3 cup peanut butter
Mrs. John McKinney will be
Wednesday the Missions
On
Hendon gave the response.
1/2 cup milk
leader for Thursday
program
banquet
will
be
held
at
5:45
p.m.
heavy
The chapter first vice- 1 container (8 ounces1
in the fellowship hall of the and will be assisted by Mrs.
cream. whipped
president, Miss Selwyn Schultz,
Outland, Mrs.Walker, and Mrs.
introduced the special guests 9-inch thin graham cracker church. At 6:30 p.m. Dr. and
Parker. W.R. Howard
Castle
Noffsinger
will
Mrs.
Hugh
baked
and
cooled
crust,
including the honorary memBeat cheese until soft and discuss "Teaching Missions" will sing "He Touched Me."
bers, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
fluffy Beat in sugar and peanut
The program leader on
Schultz, R.I.. Cooper, and G.T. butter. Slowly add milk, blend- and at seven p.m. Dr. and Mrs.
morning will be Mrs.
Friday
Gilbert
Mathis
will
discuss
Lilly, FHA mothers, Mrs. ing thoroughly into mixture.
Moody who will be assisted
G.T.
"Medical
Missions."
Alexander and Mrs. McKinney, Fold in whipped cream. Pour
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Newell by Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Larry
and Luz Villegas, international into graham cracker crust.
will
discuss "Media Missions" Ragsdale, and Mrs. John Belt.
student from Colombia, South Freeze until firm; wrap in
5:30
p.m. and Dr. and Mrs. The group will sing "He
at
America,
who
transparent plastic wrap after
brought
pie is frozen. To serve, while Ray Moore will discuss Touched Me."
greetings to the group in
Mrs. Brent Outland is reading
frozen cut into medium-small "Kaleidoscope of Missions" at
Spanish.
pieces; return any remaining six p.m. on Sunday, December the scripture and has the
Bro. John Dale
calendar of prayer each morSpecial music was by Beth pie to freezer. Let cut pieces 9.
A summary of his speech was Wilson and Gina Starks.
vgand 5 to 8 minutes before
Mrs. Brent Outland, Missions ning. Pianists are Mrs. J.D.
Terving. Ate stays creamyreleased as follows:
Rayburn and Mrs. G.M. Knight.
Miss Kennedy recognized the smooth even when kept frozen
"When I was in grade school,
Nursery facilities are available
studied other officers of the chapter, the for a week_
occasionally
we
for the meetings.
spelling. We had 'spelling-bees' chapter advisors, Mrs. G.T.
The Lottie Moon Christmas
and 'spell-downs'. We stayed up Lilly and Mrs. A.B. Crass, and
offering for foreign missions
until we were unable to spell a the banquet committee—
will be taken at each program
word correctly. Then we sat Beverly Rogers, Bonnie Lyons,
and the goal for the First
Cindy Gould, Debbie Aorton,
down.
Baptist Church this year is
Mrs. Michael Morton, the $5,000.
"Life is somewhat that way, Cindy Tripp, Traca Walker,
former Paula Wilson, was
especially in view of a father- Sheila Jones, Sheila Foster,
complimented with a bridal
daughter relationship. Some Patti Miller, Lynn Hewitt,
Mrs. James D. Outland was in shower on Monday, November
fathers are puzzled about how to Starlyn Tabers, Vickie Mc12, at seven p.m. at the Murray
spell 'success.' Some spell it M- Clard, Dorisanna Steely, charge of the program on
The Zeta Department of the
0-N-E-Y. That's not even close. Sharon Fandrich, Karen "Crafts" held at the meeting of Woman's Club House.
Money is important, but there Allbritten, Donna Miller, Jo the Theta Department of the
The hostesses for the special Murray Woman's Club held an
are things more important. Ann Williams, Jackie Galloway, Murray Woman's Club on even were Mrs. Larry Young; auction at its regular meeting
Someone has said,'money may Paula Edwards, Pam Swift, Monday, November 26, at 7:30 Mrs. Gene Housden, and Mrs held on Thursday, November
29, at 7:30 p.m. at the club
not be the most important thing Mary Ann Jones, Pam Lassiter, p.m. at the club house.
Wayburn Wyatt.
Tables were set up for
in the world, but it's way ahead Donna Hughes, Francie Elkins,
For the occasion the honoree
of whatever is in second place.' Georgia Elkins, and Donna members to work at four dif- chose to wear
from her
ferent crafts during the trousseau a delicate pink and
The misemphasis on material Keller.
evening. Mrs. Outland directed
things cannot result in real
white knit suit. She was
The special program was
By University of Kentucky
the group in making Christmas presented a corsage of white
success.
closed with the members
County Extension Agents
while
balls,
and
date
ornaments
"An accurate spelling of repeating the Chapter Creed.
mums with silver ribbon by the
For Home Economics
Mrs. Lloyd Jacks demonstrated hostesses.
`God'is more likely to be L-0-VThe decorations were in the
Shell color does not affect the
James
Mrs.
and
"Quilting"
spelling.
E than any other
Mrs. Paul Max Wilson, nutritive value or quality of
Thanksgiving motif with the
"'Happiness' is another word speaker's table centered with a Martin, "Paper Tole."
mother of the honoree, wore a eggs. Shell color is determined
Mrs. James Martin, depart- rust, white, and brown knit
which needs to be spelled horn
plenty. Other
of
by the breed of hen.. it does not
correctly. Some try T-H-R-I-L- decorations were scarecrows, ment chairman, presided at the pantsuit, while Mrs. Mickie
affect the nutritive value,
Mrs.
and
welcomed
meeting
L. But that spelling won't hold pumpkins, gourds, nuts, leaves,
Morton, mother-in-law of the quality or cooking performance
up. For the daddies here and yellows and orange can- Laverne Burke as a new
honoree, was attired in a navy of the egg. — Mrs. Patricia
member. Mrs. Z.C. Enix, and white pantsuit.
„fi:. tonight. The word 'happiness' dles.
t7urtsinger, 86 N. Main St.,
secretary,read the minutes and
•:. has been spelled G-I-R-L for the
Games were played with Mrs. Benton
Approximately one hundred
..
Mrs
Charles
called the roll, and
ti*...yast several years.
Shirley Curd and Mrs. Fray
and. fifty-three persons were
Hale, treasurer, gave her Carson being the recipients of
• "The relationship of a father, present.
Desk lamps make an exreport.
and his daughter is a unique
the prizes. Mrs. Jackey Carson ,cellent gift for any student.
business
session
During
the
: one, resulting in happiness and
won the door prize.
Choose one that is neither low
the department voted to give $25
fulfillment to .both. There is no
The room was decorated in
to the Mental Health Center for pink and white with white and squat nor tall and narrow
other relationship on earth quite
their use as needed. The wedding bells. The gift table Both give too small a spread of
like it. Each tries to give the
department also sponsors birth- was decorated with flowered light for studying. Goosenecks,
i o• ther what it takes to have the
day parties each month for the wishing well and a flowered bullet lamps, pole lamps, and
qie‘ proper relationship.
high intensity lamps usually fall
children in the Special watering can.
t„. "One of the most precious
in
this category. Often they give
Murray
Class
at
the
Education
t7,.. things a father can give his
Refreshments of cake, punch,
City Schools with Mrs. Neil mints, and nuts were served no upward light to help ease eye
'..:.: d• aughter is his time. Every
strain. Choose a lamp with a
Itc
.:. father here tonight could have
Miss Judy Fitts, bride-elect of Brown as Theta birthday party from the table overlaid with a shade that is fairly opaque and
been doing at least a dozen Chet Guillory, was honored with chairman. Cakes are baked and candle light lace cloth over pink
open at the top—one that can
.,--•':. other things, but your coming a household shower on Satur- donated by the Theta members linen and centered with an
use a 200 watt bulb and the light
occasion
for
the
parties.
this
in
sharing
,:i and
arrangement of pink, white and be properly diffused. — Mrs.
day, November 17, at the home
Mrs.
Mrs.
Roy
Starks
and
*. says something very important of Mrs. Harold Ray, Route Two,
green flowers.
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.
Cliff Campbell reported on the
to me. It points up the im- Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Lita Housden kept the
hearing screening project being register. Forty-nine persons
0-!' portance that the family unit
TIPS ABOUT THREAD TO
The hostesses for the event held at the Murray City Schools
should have even in our busy,
were present or sent gifts.
MAKE
YOUR
SEWING
were Mesdames Ralph Blakely, by the Speech and Hearing
EASIER — Check yardage on
James Robert Osbron, Harold Division of Murray State
spools to be sure you buy
Ray, Betty Kell, BW Robinson, University in cooperation with
enough to complete a project —
and
Jesse
Latimer.
the Theta Department.
MURRAY A
Select a color slightly darker
urged
by
Mrs.
Members
were
Games were played with the
than the fabric — when stitched,
•Ve
prizes being won by Mrs. John Castle Parker to save S & H
Forrest
Coleman was honored threads look lighter — Use both
Fitts and Mrs. Billy T. Logan Green stamps and bonus points
with
a
dinner
in celebration of colors of a check or plaid—one
machine
for
this
for
the
kidney
who
presented them to the
CLOSED 'TIL FRI.
and the other for the
his
85th
birthday
on Sunday, for the top
year.
honoree.
bobbin — For easy threading,
December
2,
social
hour
at
the
Hostesses for the
home of his
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
place something white behind
Miss Fitts opened her many were Miss Evelyn Bradley, daughter,
Mrs.
Guthrie
the eye of the needle. Cut thread
lovely and useful gifts including Mrs. Ray Brownfield, Mrs. t Frances) Roberts.
"THE LIFE & TIMES
a GE toaster. from the William Pinkston, and Mrs.
The honored guest resides at on a slant—never break —
hostesses..
his farm home northwest of When sewing by hand, use a
OF JUDGE ROY BEAN"
Charles Hale.
short length—about 20 inches.
was announced that the Penny. His wife, the former
It
Refreshrnentq were served by
-and
-Elaine
general
meeting
of
the
Murray
Cunningham,
died
4
40
in
HOSPITAL PATIENT
the hostesses.
Woman's Club will be held 1963.
Larry J. Rogers of Murray
111E-GREAT NORTHFIELD Approximately forty-two Sunday,
December 9, at three
Present for the occasion were
has been a patient at the
persons,along with the honoree,
p.m. at the club house. The Mr. and Mrs. James Coleman
Western Baptist Hospital,
MINNESOTA RAID"
her mother, Mrs. Edward Fitts,
Department will meet again on and daughter, Kathy, Mr and
Paducah.
and the hostesses were present
Monday, December 10, at 7:30 Mrs. Charles Coleman and
LOURDES PATIENT
or sent gifts.
p.m. at the club house with Mrs. children, David, Scott, and
Mrs. Clara Starks of Almo has
Archie Simmons as guest Suzanne, Mr. and Mrs. Roberts, been dismissed from Lourdes
.3
and Mr. Coleman.
speaker.
Hospital, Paducah.

Bridal Shower Held
At Woman's Club

Mrs. J. D. Outland
Leader For Program For Mrs. Morton
Theta Department
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STUDENTS AT the Sigma Kindergarten make plans for"A Visit With Santa," to be held Saturday,
December 8, at 9:30 a.m. and one p.m. by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Tickets are $1.50 each. Shown here, left to right, bottom row, Elizabeth Oakley, Jonathan Burke,
middle row, Matt Howard, Jeffrey Perry, Timmie Morton, Mitzi McDougal, Top Row, Mark West,
Melissa Tibbs, Steve McReynolds, and Missy Darnell.

Zeta Depart'ment Of Woman's Club Has Auction At Meet
house.
John T. It
-van, husband of one
of the Zeta members, was the
guest auctioneer for the annual

Coffee Cup Chatter

i

1Z

Miss Judy Fitts Is

Honored At Shower
At The Ray +tome

Forrest Coleman Is
Honored At Dinner
On 85th Birthday

auction held by the members as
its money making project for
the year.
Proceeds from the sale of
handmade crafts and baked
goods will be used for the
department's project of Mental
Health.
The chairman, Mrs. Purdom
Outland, presided at the
meeting and welcomed several
guests including Mr. Irvin and
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman general
president of the Murray...
Woman's Club.

Don't use a double thread; it
tangles easily -- If thread
breaks when sewing on
machine, the needle point may
be rough. Put in a new needle —
Fasten loose ends of thread to
spool with cellophane tape—
A social hour was held with
saves untangling the thread box
refreshments being served by
— Mrs. Kate Thompson, Hickthe hostesses, Mrs. Haron West,
man.
Mrs. Max Beale, Mrs. Cecil
How should a gardenia be Farris, Mrs. Allen McCoy, Mrs.
Tooted? With a razor blade, take Jack Bailey, and Mrs. Marshall
four te six joint cuttings; Jones.
It was announced that the
remove lower two or three
department
will have a party leaves. Dip cut end in rooting
harmone powder and stick in a for residents of Fern Terrace
pot filled with equal parts Lodge on Thursday, December
perlite and peat moss. Cover top 6, at seven p.m. with Mesdames
of pot and cutting with a plastic John Irvan, James R.
bag, keep pot moist and set in a Allbritten, Felix Dunn, A.H.
bright, shady window. — Kopperud, Roger Blackwood,
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg., and Miss Vivian Hale as
hostesses.
Clinton.

CINEMA 2

clA1PM

"Enter The Dragon"[R

Starts TOMORROW*R./4104.0
„

Ends TONffE
Man Of La Mancha"(PG)
''l))*,.:".•":•1••••,"•!•;,•:.tit1t,,•;•,::•:••••:::•
_ ,••••••"$<•1*?..:

Starts TOMORROW!
"•••

A

38 slug

works better than any Judge or Juq

THEPOLICE
CONNECTION
[keep

* Vince Edwards—Chuck Connors—Neville Brand *

A

medicine left in a bathroom
An example is eyedrops
The water in them could
where people take showers
could lose its potency more
evaporate, causing the active
quickly than a medicine
ingredient to be left in the
bottle in concentrated form A
placed in a cool, dry, dark
medicines
person putting the concentrate
place. Some
require refrigeration or other
in his eyes could develop
problems.
special handling.
Another example is aspirin.
It's a good idea to follow
Aspirin will eventually break
carefully the instructions for
down to free salicylic acid. If
storage on the labels of the
taken, it will irritate the
medicine. Most medicines
stomach more than fresh
should be in tightly closed
aspirin. Aspirin that has
containers, for example
broken down smells like
The Food and Drug Advinegar, and you may see
ministration recommends
some crystals.
that consumers throw away
Generally, the problem of
prescription medicines as
old medicines is more acute
soon as the illness is cured or
with prescription medicines
alleviated, and that every
than with nonprescription
consumer should go through
twits, because'prestliption' 'the -medirene 'chest oi *set
once a year and throw away
medicines are usually more
all medicines.
powerful But any medicine
more than a year old should be
discarded.
link twice about luring a
The milliner's that may
maid who's grossly overweight.
affect medicines include light, She'll have trouble stooping and
heat, air, and moisture. A
reaching.

A GUM Good Tait'
For the School Teacher
She spends her days with
Karen & Rick. teaching
them new tangled arithmetic, Want to make her
Christmas merry? Give
her a gift of
food— from
Jerry's'

Followin
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Now Showing

Academy Award Winner

. "Sterile Cuckoo"
Plus BONUS FEATURE

:SHELLEY WINTER
as"Nommy"
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BIG
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PORTRAIT

Keeping Medicines Not A Savings
Are you the type of person
who saves everything?
lf you are, you should be
aware that one type of product
should never be saved for
more than a year - medicines
Once the illness or disease
for which the medicine was
purchased is cured. or
alleviated, it should be thrown
away_
Many people — even' tbose
who are not accustomed to
saving everything — put a half
full bottle of a prescription
medicine in the medicine
chest just in case they con
tract the illness again. or
many people use one bottle of
a non-prescription medicine
such as aspirin year after
- year;
According to the Food and
Drug AdministratiOn, many
medicineei change chemically
after periods of time and lose
their potency 'In some cases,
old medicine can cause unwanted side effects

Cr
e/Mt
JAMEY

Starts TONIGHT
"HAPPY HOOKER"
and "CISCO PIKE"

6111111111111M51111

Ends TO N ITE

JERRY
'
S

REGAL
COLOR!
1.41 razz
Limited Offer • One Per Subject. One Per
Family • Additional Members. $2.47 Each •
Groups Photographed at $100 Per Additional
Subject

Regal Service
'Portraits will be delivered within three weeks
You may select from a finished packet',

,

Children 24 Months ad Under Will
Be Photographed At No Charge."

T
DAYS Mon. •

°ATI

Wed.

Dec. 3-5

sruolo
MOORS 11

•

a.m. - 7p.m.

3 Big Days
A
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Miss Irvine Married To Ronald
Ray Haverstock At Grace Church

Saturday,
an's Club.
an Burke,
tart West,

;cher
ys with
hing
arithlit her
3ive

tlir5

The marriage of Miss
Suzanne Lynn Irvine and
Ronald Ray Haverstock was
solemnized in a late fall wedding at the Grace United
Methodist
Church,
Brackenridge, Pa.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Irvine of
1053
Avenue,
Pacific
Brackenridge, Pa., and the
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E.J. Haverstock of 904 Cypress
Drive, Mansfield, Ohio, formerIyof Gatesborough Estates,
Murray.
Dr. Robert Harlan Cairns
performed the ceremony at
seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
The bride wore a floor length
gown of ivory English net and
beaded Alencon lace, designed
with a scoop neckline accented
with drop pearls and trumpet
sleeves. The empire fitted
bodice was lavishly appliqued
with beaded lace and was
repeated at the hemline of the
A-line skirt that extended
gracefully into a chapel length
train. A Juliet cap of matching
lace held her short lace mare
tale.
She carried a colonial boueruet
of white masterpiece roses,
pearlized stephanotis, and
baby's breath.
Miss Barbara Kaye Irvine
was the maid of honor.
• Bridesmaids were Bonnie V.
Clark, Kathleen K. Kalmar,
Amy S. Kennerdell, Linda K.
Haverstock, and Karen Lundy.
The attendants wore floor
length sleeveless gowns in
shades of rose and malagna
grape satin designed with
circlet necklines accented with
ruffles. The fitted bodices were
smocked and the high rise
waists were circled with bands
of floral printed tapestry in
contrasting shades. The skirts
were softly gathered and had
hemline ruffles.
Miss Irvine had a colonial
bouquet of pink elegance
miniature carnations and
baby's breath. The bridesmaids
had colonial bouquets of plum
exquisite miniature carnations
and baby's breath.
Darrel Andrew Farkus
served as best man for Mr.
Haverstock.
Reception
Following the ceremony a

dray?,

JACINIE
1

A CR in GoodTaite
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For the Youngsters
A very special dollar present
Kids will love to give and get
Jerry s merry money tokens
A hit with the junior set'

'3
IAMBS

Mir

Ptte

Tuesday, December 4
Murray State University
Symphony Orchestra will
present as annual winter
concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

Thursday, December
The Steadfast Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the
fellowship hall of the church at
5:30 p.m.

Murray Civitan Club will sell
Claxton fruit cakes at homes in
Murray from five to nine p.m.

Cervical Cancer Screening
Clinic will be held at the
Health
Calloway
County
Department at six p.m. For
appointment call 753-3381.

County
Murray—Calloway
Retired Teachers Association
will have a noon luncheon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

The Dorcas Sunday School
Class .of the First Baptist
Church will have a dinner
Kappa Alpha fraternity will meeting and gift exchange at
have a food raising drive from the Murray Woman's Club
six to eight p.m. for a needy House at 6:30 p.m. For reserfamily.
vations call Mrs. V.W. Parker,
phone 753-1515.
First United Methodist
Children's Concerts will be
Church Women will meet at ten
a.m, at the social hall for a held at 8:45 a.m. for county
special Christmas coffee and students and ten a.m, for city
program of Christmas music. students at Lovett auditorium,
Executive committee will meet Murray State University. This
for lunch at the home of Mrs is sponsored by the Music
Barbara Erwin, 807 Doran Department of the Murray
Road, following the general Woman's Club in cooperation
with the Music Department of
meeting.
MSU.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet for the annual
Christmas luncheon at the home
of Mrs. Henry McKenzie.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Ernest Bailey at two p.m.
with Mrs. Lassie Pickard as
cohostess and program by
Mrs.Jack Bailey and Miss
Peggy Fisher.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Mrs. Janella Cannon

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a Christmas party for
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge at seven p.m. with
Mesdames John Irvan, James
R. Allbritten, Felix Dunn, A.R.
Kopperud, Roger Blackwood,
and Miss Vivian Hale as
hostesses.
Bethel arid Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Women will
meet at Bethel Church at seven
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet with Diana
Youngerman at 7:30 p.m.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
the
Center at seven
Kirksey Baptist Women will
p.m.
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hear
Women of Murray Moose
a program of Christmas music Lodge will meet at eight p.m.
by the Music Department of the
club at the club house at 730
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
p.m. Hostesses will be Frances Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
Brown, Helen Q. Bennett, Rufie Ellie Community Center at 7:30
Lee Williams, Vanda Gibson, p.m.
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, and Mrs.
Holmes Ellis, Sr.
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
Senior High of First Baptist have an open meeting at the
Church will have skating party club house at 1:30 p.m. with
with the group to meet at the Mrs. Arthur Jewel of the Poppy
Shoppe as speaker. Hostesses
Youth Center at six p.m.
will be Mesdames Peter
The Kappa Department of the Whaley, Melvin Cayce, Wayne
Murray Woman's Club will Williams, Fred Gingles, John
have a Children's Christmas Livesay, Edgar Morns, and
party at 6:30 p.m. at the club Charles Massey.
house. Hostesses will be
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Mesdames Bob Billington,
Richard Knight, John Paullt, Women will meet at the church
Stuart Poston, Dwain Taylor, at 1:30 p.m.
and Robert L. Warren.
Memorial Baptist Church
Memorial Baptist Church Women will meet at the church
Baptist Women will meet at the at 1:30 p.m.
church at 1:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Women
First Baptist Church Women will meet at the church at 930
will meet at the church at 9:30 a.m.

"WFC of the Month''
Is Mrs. Cannon By
The Murray Group
Mrs. Janella Cannon, a
member of the WFC's (Wives
and Fiancees of ROTC Cadets),
served as "WFC of the Month
for November." She is a
graduate of Marion Senior
High, Marion, Ill., and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Cagle of Marion.
The honored person serves as
treasurer for the WFC
organization. In December of
1972, she married David Cannon
who is presently an MSII and a
sophomore at Murray State
University. He is a member of
the Ranger Company on
campus and an industrial
education major.
Mrs. Cannon is presently an
employee at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic pharmacy. She
and her husband reside at 203
College Courts. Their future
plans are to enter the Army life
after graduation in December
1975

So. 12th Street

A MERRY
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Elm Grove Baptist Women
Core and slice fresh Western
Elm Grove Baptist Women will meet with Mrs. June Crider
pears to make 4 cups. Combine will meet at the home of Mrs at seven p.m. with the Baptist
with 4 cups soft bread cubes. In Caldwell at 1:30 p.m. with Rev. Young Women in charge of the
small saucepan melt 34 cup but- Max Sledd as speaker.
program..
ter or margarine and add 14
1
2 teaspoon cinnacup sugar, /
Wednesday, December 5
Friday, December 7
mon and 2 tablespoons lemon
United Methodist Women of
Elm Grove Baptist Women
juice. Pour over pear mixture
and toss. Turn into buttered Hazel Church will have a will meet at the home of Mrs.
casserole and cover. Bake at potluck dinner in the fellowship Juanita Lee at 1:30 p.m. with
350 degrees for 30 minutes. Re- hall of the church at six p.m. the program by Mrs. Richard
1
2 with the Carolyn Circle in Walker.
move cover. Sprinkle with /
cup brown sugar and bake un- charge of the Christmas
covered for 10 minutes longer. program. Note change of time.
First Baptist Church Women
Serve warm with additional
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Missions banquet will be at church.
brown sugar and pour cream.
First Baptist Church at 5:45
Serve,.&
p.m. followed by foreign
Memorial Baptist Church
missions book study at 6:30 p.m. Women will meet at the church
aild prayer service at seven at 1:30 p.m.
p.m.
Daddy-Date banquet for 9, 10,
Elm Grove Baptist Women and 11 year old GA's will be a
will meet at the church at seven potluck supper at the church at
p.m. with Mrs. Jack Martin in 6:30 pan.
charge of the program.
Golden Age Club will have a
Poplar Spring Baptist Church potluck luncheon at noon at the
Women will meet at the chtirch social hall of the church with
at seven p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lepinske,
Mesdames Catherine
Faxon Mothers Club will have Lepkinske, Lula Dunn, Katie
a Christmas party and one
Overcast, and Mary Lamb in
dollar gift exchange at the charge
luncheon
of
school at two p.m.
arrangements.
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reception was held at the
Brackenridge Heights Country
Club.
The couple left for a wedding
trip to Paget, Bermuda,and are
now at home at Cheswick, Pa.
The new Mrs. Haverstock
graduated from the University
of Pennsylvania in June 1972
with a major in fashion merchandising. Mr. Haverstock
received his B.S. from the
Pennsylvania University and
his Master's degree from
Murray State University. He is
now sales representative for the
Aluminum
Company
of
America.
Rehearsed Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. E.J. Haverstock
entertained with a hehearsal
dinner at the Brackenridge
Heights
Country
Club,
Brackenridge, Pa., prior to the
rehearsal. Covers were laid for
members of the wedding party
and guests.

Hope it's fillod with gifts gators,.
Crtir
to

THE
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Nature's Palette Garden Club
Saturday, December II
will have an all day meeting at
Newcomers Dance will be
the Ellis Community Center. held at the Murray Country
Club at nine p.m. with music by
Spring
Creek
Baptist Stump Daddy. This is open to
Missions groups will meet at the the public and tickets are $7.50
church at 7:30 p.m.
each. Call Jane Prince or Janet
Kirk.
Flint Baptist Women and
lareptifit 'Yining Women are
scheduled to meet at seven p.m.
Sunday, December II •
at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. towel Palmer
will have a reception in honor of
Cherry Corner
Baptist their 50th wedding anniversary
Women arid' Baptist Young at the recreational hall of the
Women are scheduled to meet Kirksey United Methodist
at seven p.m. at the church':
Church from two ,to four p.m.

Pjf

Down the

Garden Path
By Mn. w. P. WILLIAMS

One good look won't
break up the family

Any plaraing or replanting
that you may need to do should
be done now as the ground is
going to be unworkable after
another freeze. If you have a
shrub that is in the wrong place,
this is the best time of the year
to move it. At least it has proven
so with me. I like to plant in the
fall as much as possible. If it is
done right with plenty of good
soil for the new roots to spread
out into, it will be sturdier and
stronger. I believe it can stand
the heat of summer better if it
has been in the ground all
winter, for it seems to get
acclimated and settled in a new
place, ready for spring to bring
forth new growth.
Keep your poinsettias in a
place where they do not have
any artifical light. They need
long periods of darkness to do
their best. If lights must be
turned on in every room, put the
pot in a closet until morning.
As soon as the color begins to
appear, then you can bring it out
and the light will not retard the
bloom.
The same holds true for the
Christmas Cactus; I am hoping
to have some blooms this year. I
almost lost mine and had to
start from a cutting, so I have
been without this delightful little
bit of Christmas for several
years. You can begin to give it
more water after the first of
December. Up until now it
should have stayed on the dry
side.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY - My husband is 47 and I'm 45 Five years
ago4e had an affair with a young woman who works at the
fac
where he works Its all over now and I have
forivi him, but another prclilem has come up. I have a
24-yea d daughter who started working at the factory
where r father and this old flame of his are still working.
Different people who work there have told me that my
daughter has been going around asking people if they know
in which department her father's old girl friend works so
she can get a look at her. She told her foreman she just
wanted-to see if she could see what her father saw in that
lady that made him flip his lid and hurt me so much.
What can I do about this? I don't want my daughter to
wree
see th
kis woman. Worrying about it has made me a nervous
NIGHTMARES IN R. 1
DEAR NIGHTMARES: You can't stop your daughter
from trying to satisfy her curiosity. So what if she does see
this woman' The affair is over, so put it out of your mind
and don't make a federal case out of it.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-old girl with a BIG
problem My nose. Both my parents have noses like you
wouldn't believe, so it's no wonder.
I have no brothers or sisters. I joke about it, saying,
"After my parents saw me they decided not to have any
more." [It's probably true.]
I have friends. but I've never had a date. I'm always
clowning around, laughing at myself, but inside, my heart
is breaking because I feel so ugly with this nose.
I've begged my parents to give me a nose job but my
father says it's too expensive, and my mother says if
people don't like me for myself they are false friends.
I'm a good student but I want to quit school and get a
job so I can start saving for a nose job. I need it NOW, net
10 ye,s from now. Do you know of any plastic surgeon
.who will do my nose now and let me pay him later? I'll sit
with his kids, I'll scrub his floors at home or at his office.
I'll do anything, Abby, if he'll fix my nose now and let me
pay him on time. Please?
"SCHNOZ"
DEAR SCHNOZ: Send me your name and address and
I'll do a little nosing around for you.
DEAR ABBY I am glad that airlines are now separating smokers from nonsmokers, but can't something be done
to help office workers who don't smoke, yet are obligated
to spend eight hours a day, five days a week in closed
offices with workers who smoke all day long?
Nonsmokers are made miserable by the thoughtlessness
of our fellow workers, not to mention the harm done to our
hearts and lungs by forced breathing of others' smoke for
hours. Many don't dare complain because the boss and his
secretary both smoke, and they, with other smokers, would
be furious if we protested.
We need our jobs, many being too near retirement to
think of seeking employment elsewhere. Can't the Environmental Protection Agency set standards for offices in this
country'
What IS the Answer for this category of long-suffering
nonsmokers?
SICK FROM SMOKE IN N. MEX.

You may need to check some
of the young trees or shrubs that
have grown tall during this
summer. If so it wodd help to
stake them against the winter
winds. Use old pieces of rubber
hose to protect the tree. Just run
the rope through the hose at the
- tree before tying it to a stake. A
little forethought will help
tremendously.
You can safely prune your
roses now, if it has not already

Wives and Fiancees Of
ROTC Cadets Plan Meet
The WFC's (Wives and
Fiancees of ROTC Cadets) at
Murray State University will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
p.m. with the Cadre Wives at
the home of Mrs. Larry
Bagwell
812
Osborne,
Boulevard, Murray.
Plans will be finalized for the
Christmas potluck supper for
Friday night, December 7. All
members are urged to attend.

Fine pears
Unlike some fruits, all
pears are picked and shipped
green because they develop a
fuser flavor and smoother texture when ripened off the
tree.

Call Us for Those Special Events
Weddings
v
v Parties
Birthdays
v
Anniversaries

We Prepare Special Horsd oeuvres Orders

Rudy's Restaurant

Problems? Yea%
You'll feel better it you get it off your chest.
Per a perusal reply, tune to ABBY. Box N. MN, L. A-,
Calf. Naln. Enclose stampe& self-addressed envelope.
pinase.

I.

Agricultural Extension Service
at the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville and ask for leaflets
in any of the plantings you may
oe interested in. They are quite
generous and are glad to help
you with any problem. You will
enjoy reading them and the time
will be well spent.
As Robert Burns said:
When chill November's surly
blasts
Made fields and forests bare.
Then it is time to seek other
pursuits.

CATERING
SERVICE

DEAR SICK: I wish I knew. You can't legislate coasideration for others. Most eigaret smokers are aware that
they offend nonsmokers, but are either too hooked to refrain or too selfish to care. I jolt wish they would voluntarily go somewhere else to indulge their

•
•
•
•
•
11111111111111111111

been done. Any of the fall
blooming shrubs can also be
trimmed. But leave the spring
blooming varieties alone until
after they have bloomed in the
spring.
These winter months ahead
will be a wonderful time to catch
up on your reading about
flowers, planting and all such
garden lore. If you do not have a
garden magazine, write to the

Phone 753-1632

104 S. 5th
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White House To Disclose Tax
Figures For Nixon This Week

Remember Spring?
Remember last spring when some of the selfservice gas stations were the rage and independent
dealers were cutting the price of gas from the major
oil companies stations with regular prices as low as
25.9 cents per gallon'?
We also remember last summer when the first
scare of the energy crisis came and independents
were in a bind for getting gas for the stations.
Most of us took the attitude that everything would
come out without a great problem. John S. Knight, a
newspaper columnist took the general attitude, that
most of us did. Now comes the hindsight on the oil
crisis.
Knight recently wrote he had over-looked a series,
"Oil-The Created Crisis" that appeared in The
Philadelphia Inquirer last July when the crunch
began.
Quoting from writers Donald Bartlett and James
B. Steele, Knight said the problem resulted from the
following:
1. American oil companies some years ago made
deliberate long-term policy decisions to expand
foreign operations to meet spiraling demands in
Europe and Asia.
2. The Nixon Administration did not lift oil import
restrictions and gave assurances last winter there
were no oil problems.
3. The same time American oil companies with
worldwide operations were telling their customers
at home to cut back on consumption, were urging
customers in Europe and Asia to buy more products.
4 American taxpayers -are subsidizing the sale of
petroleum abroad through a variety of tax
allowances and benefits granted to American oil
companies.
5. Last summer's gasoline shortage was not
caused by an energy guzzling American public and
unreasonable demands by environmentalists but
through default and administrative bungling by oil
companies and the federal government.
6. Despite the fact the oil industry late last spring
launched a massive advertising campaign designed
to make the American consumer feel responsible for
the nation's gasoline shortage, the facts are that for
every barrel (42 gallons) of oil products sold in the
United States, the five largest companies (Exxon,
Mobile Oil Corp., Texaco, Gulf Oil Corp. and Standard Oil of 'California) sold nearly two barrels in
other countries.
7 The percentage of crude oil refined in the United
States has declined steadily but has risen increasingly in foreign countries.
8. The demand for crude oil has increased 110 per
cent in the United States over the last 20 years while
in Japan the demand increase is 2,567 per cent; in
West Germany, 1,597 per cent and in Italy, 1,079 per
cent.
Columnist Knight said The Inquirer series is most
critical of the government's role in failing to
provide a national energy policy; in fact, we have
not had a definitive policy since the first oil well was
drilled more than 100 years ago, he said.
Relations between the Canadian government and
the United States were shortsighted, according to
the series writers. Canada wanted to negotiate a
North American energy policy in the late 1960's to
encourage exploration in that country and ship more
oil into the United States, but the U.S. wasn't interested.
In 1970 President Nixon slapped restrictions on oil
imports from Canada, our most secure source of
foreign oil, so later, when the U.S. could use more
Canadian oil, the Canadians retaliated by clamping
restrictions on oil imports to this country.
The newspaper team of Bartless and Steele
disputed the published statistics on U.S. oil reserves,
about their being depleted in "about 20 years." The
writers stated that "today, as in the past, the United
States is in no danger of running out of oil."
Knight added that there is considerable
disagreement among geologists to how much oil
may be ultimately recoverable from U.S. soil;
Now, with the Arabs playing their trump card as
an economic and political weapon, shortages in
petroleum products exist.
We think "American ingenuity will solve the
problem by next spring."
That just may be the case. Engineering students
at a college in the Pacific Northwest are perfecting a
car that will get 50 miles to the gallon on propane
gas; one man has converted his car to a woodburning vehicle and American investors are interested in a British inventor who has converted hog
manure into a gas that runs his car.
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Fight for freedom same
If memory serves right, many
of these professors were among
the vangard of academicians who
insisted during the last decade
that the United States should not
honor its commitments in Southeast Asia. Now they are insisting
that there is no parallel between
Indochina and the Middle East
However, it is not hard to draw
one. South Vietnam, like Israel,
has a commitment from the
United States to assist in its survival. Like Israel, it is struggling
to establish a free state. Southeast
Asia, with South Vietnam as the
linch pin, is the rice bowl for millions of people in the Third World,
as Israel is a foodbasket for much
of Africa. Both nations are threatened by Communist imperialism
and both were at the center of a
larger strategic confrontation between the free Western world and
communism. The survival of both
Israel and South Vietnam is in the
best interest of the United States.
We applaud the Ivy League professors for emerging from their
cocoon of isolationism to speak up
for the strategic- interests of Ow
United States in the Middle East
and to warn Americans about the
infectious nature of blackmail.
On the other hand, we do not believe that they should protest too
much about what they believe is a
lack of parallelism between near
Asia and far Asia.
The freedom of peoples, selfgovernment, national strategic
and economic interests as well as
national honor and commitments
are indivisible and cannot be selective. There is no need to apologize for standing up to them anywhere, any time.

Considering the decade immediately behind us, the stout warning from the heart of the Eastern
intellectual and academic community that Arab oil is not important enough to the United States of
America to have us give in to
blackmail gets our immediate attention.
The stature of the men giving us
the warning makes it particularly
timely because it comes during
the early, impression forming period of debate on the subject. They
include economists of stature
such as Dr. Paul Samuelson of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dr. John Kenneth Galbraith of Harvard and Dr. Merton
Peck of Yale.
Their conviction is that the foreign policy of the United States
should not be deflected in the
slightest by the Arab oil embargo;
by the fact that we may have to
save a few gallons of gasoline a
week or lower thermostats a few
degrees.
"It would be more productive,"
say the Ivy League professors,
"for the consuming nations to
confer on such countermeasures
as withholding food and manufactured goods from the Arabs." In
short to consider a counterembargo.
At the core of the educators'
thoughts, however, is the central
warning that "blackmail on one
issue in one part of the world invites blackmail on every issue on
every part of the world." They
believe that even if the ArabIsraeli differences in the Middle
East are resolved, the Arabs will
continue their policy of oil blackmail.

10 Years Ago Today
W.L. Holland, superintendent of Fulton City
Schools, was speaker at the annual banquet,

20 Years Ago Today
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FLYING THE COOP

sponsored by the Murray Jaycees, in honor of the
Murray High School football team, held at the
Southside Restaurant.
Deaths reported are Dan Washburn, 1315 Vine
Street, Murray, and Madison Whitlow, Murray
Route Three.
The show, "A Child Is Waiting," will be shown at
the Capitol Theatre on December 5 with all proceeds
Out of the depths have I cried unto thee,0 Lord.— to be donated to the School of New Hope by the
management of the theatre.
Psalm 130:1.
Bacon is advertised at 39 cents per pound in the ad
We sometimes get very "low inspirit." We may be
for
Jim Adams IGA this week
assured that we never get so low but that a sincere
cry reaches up to God:
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Harry Smith of the Air Force has landed in San
Francisco, Calif., and will arrive here soon for a
visit with his wife and child and his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Smith.
Eltis Henson,director of Field Services at Murray
State College, is serving as Home and Family Life
and Parent Education chairman of the Kentucky

Parent-Teacher Association.
_Officers eltel,ed for he new Men's Group_pf thq
College Presbyterian Church are Troy Glidewell,
Jr.. T.H. Clark, and Dr. William Pogue.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Outland announce the
engagement of their granddaughter, Miss Dortha
Faye Bushart, to Pvt. Hugh Eddie Wilson, son of Mr
and Mrs. Hugh F. Wilson

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House will formally disclose this week that President
Nixon paid less than $6,000 in
federal income taxes during the
past three years, sources report.
Confidential documents now
under preparation also list Nixon as paying more than $72,000
in federal income taxes in the
first year of his presidency —
before he obtained a substantial
tax deduction for donation of
his vice presidential papers to
the government.
The documents show he paid
$38,646 in federal taxes soon
after he took office on his 1968
income as a lawyer. And they
disclose that 830,916 was withheld from his paycheck in the
first five months of this year
for his 1973 taxes.
Nixon's salary as President is
$200,000 a year. He also receives a tax-free $50,000 annual expense allowance, and records
disclose he has made substantial profits on real estate transactions since taking office.
The information is contained
in a series of statements and
documents scheduled to be sent
members of Congress this week
and then released publicly as
part of the White House effort
to disprove allegations about
the President's personal finances.
Coupled with release of the financial data will be disclosure
that Nixon and his wife will
give their San Clemente, Calif.,
estate to the federal government upon their deaths.
Presidential associates said
the First Family decided some
time ago to eventually transfer
the public use the property valued at an estimated $500,000,
following a pi ecedent set by
previous Presidents.
Documents examined by The
Associated Press gave this
breakdown on his federal income taxes:
1969 -- $72,686.
1970 — $789.
1971 — $878.
1972 — $4,298.
The documents indicate that
soon after taking office in 1969
Nixon also paid $7,351 in New
York State income taxes for his
1968 earnings as a Manhattan
lawyer. Since then, they indicate he has paid no state or
local taxes.
Although California is his voting residence, sources said Nixon's tax accountants obtained
an outside legal opinion that for
tax purposes his residence is
the District of Columbia — and
that District law exempts presidents from local income taxes.
Some information on Nixon's
income tax payments had surfaced earlier — such as the
small amounts for 1970 and 1971
disclosed in October by the
Providence
Journal-Bulletin.
But the breakdown obtained by
The Associated Press on Sunday was the most comprehensive yet on the controversial issue.
At the heart of the controversy is the estimated $.500,000 in deductions Nixon has donation of his vice presidential
papers to the National Archives.
On Nov. 17, Nixon told a
news conference that the Internal Revenue Service had audited his returns and raised no

questions about the deductions
he spread over a three-year period and conbined with sizeable
mortgage interest and property
tax deductions.
"If they do I will be glad to
have the papers back and I will
pay the tax because I think
they are worth more than
that," he said.
Nixon apparently paid no
capital gains tax on the sale of
the bulk of his San Clemente
estate to industrialist Robert
Abplanalp — another major
point in the controversy over
his taxes.
In a Sept. 5 news conference,
Nixon indicated he reported no
profit on the complex transaction, saying: "The IRS, after
its audit, did not order a
change. If it had, I would have
paid the tax."
Still another element in the
tax furor centers on the sale
last year of two vacant lots in
Key Biscayne, Fla.
White House aides said Nixon
owned the lots jointly with his
daughter, Tricia Nixon Cox,
and shared the profits with her.
The aides bitterly dispute recent news accounts suggesting
that Nixon reported the full
profit on his deduction-filled tax
return so his daughter would be
spared paying capital gains
tax.
To support their insistance
that Mrs. Cox paid her share of
taxes on the transaction, the
aides are preparing to release
at least a portion of her tax return.
At the Nov. 17 session with
The Associated Press Managing
Editors Association, Nixon also
gave a scanty breakdown on
his cash flow during his presidency.
A fuller accounting being prepared by White House aides
lists him with $2,801,977 in
gross income from Jan. 1, 1969,
to May 31, 1973, and total expenditures during that period of
$2,428,845.
The cash flow statement listed Nixon with $59,752 in various
bank accounts on Jan. 1, 1969
- a figure that increased to
$432,874 by last May 31.
Included in the latest figures
are two certificates of deposit
totaling $250,000 in the Key Biscayne bank headed by presidential friend C. G. (Bebe) Rebozo. A $100,000 certificate was
purchased by Nixon in September 1969, sources said, and a
$150,000 certificate in March
1973.
Dade County, Fla., state's attorney Richard Gerstein is at-

Interest on U.S. debt
measured in billions
During the 1973 fiscal year,
it will require 127½ billion to
pay off the federal debt.
In 1964, only nine years ago,
the interest on the federal
debt was less than half that —
8101
/
2 billion

'Tennis toe' may
follow tennis elbow
A New York doctor says
that some tennis players complain of "tennis toe" as well
as tennis elbow.
According to Dr. Richard C.
Gibbs. M.D., the pain of tennis
toe is associated with the appearance of hemorrhage beneath the toenails.

Energy crisis: taking
the first needed steps
PRESIDENT NIXON has announced his intention to take some
necessary first steps to meet and
soften the impact of the energy
crisis in the next six months.
Congressional and state action
will be required to put many of
these steps into full effect. Such
action should be taken without delay.
Unavoidably there will be some
inconvenience and some actual
hardship as a result of these steps.
The economy will suffer less,
however, than if no steps were
taken to control the impact of the
shortage.
Moreover, further and more
drastic steps may be necessary
before the winter is over. In particular, it remains to be seen
whether the steps the President
proposes will be enough to bring
the consumption of gasoline in
Tine' with the ivaii.lable supply,
GASOLINE PRODUCTION will
be cut 15 per cent by shifting output of refineries to produce more
heating oil.
Halting gasoline sales on Sun-

days is not likely to reduce consumption much. Only a few long

trips will be eliminated.
Reducing speed limits will be
more effective. State officials in
Sacramento should move to cooperate with the President by reducing the speed limit on state highways, county roads and city
streets to conform to the federal
speed limit. Otherwise, confusion
would make enforcement difficult.
IF THESE MEASURES do not
reduce consumption enough to
match supply, further measures
will have to be taken. Gasoline rationing is likely to be the next
step.
Such rationing was hard for the
American people to accept even
during the patriotic days of World
War II. It would be even harder to
administer. now _without much—
pu6lic grumbling and evasion.
Every effort should be made to
achieve gasoline-saving goals
without rationing. Full public cooperation is essential.
A

tempting to subpoena Nixon's
bank records, but bank attorneys are fighting him on
grounds the records are privileged.
Gerstein's interest in the
records apparently stems from
disclosure earlier this year that
Robozo received $100,000 in
cash from billionaire Howard
Hughes in late 1969 and 1970.
ftebozo described the money
as a campaign contribution and
said he kept it in a bank safe
deposit box until he returned it
this year.
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By James C. Williams

Some time ago we printed the
following from the Baptist
paper over in Mayfield. Here it
Is again.
"Dear Editor:
"Wal, I jest had tu rite an tel
awl uv your reders bout the
preperashuns beein mad at
Possum Holler for the bigges
soshul events the year.
"The 1st event weez the xmas
perade uv Possum Holler. Sense
the Catherlicks has ben havin a
float, the Babtis thot they's
better get a float two. Sew, this
year for the tat tim us Babtis
had a float en the exmas
perade. Bruther Bakbone sed
hit wuz a wast uv mummy thet
cud hay ben uzed fer missions,
but Rev. Pussyfoot sed we ned
tu keep up with the Catherlicks,
sew us Babtis wurked awfull
hard tu bild are float. We
dismissed Prarer meetin to
vrurk on hit. Butt I reckin hit
wuz wurth hit fer we kep up with
the Catherlicks, they wun thud
priz butt we wun secon priz. The
local motercickel klub wun
furst prize withe ther "gosepl on
wheels" float.
'The Metherdis didn' hay no
float, butt they curn out ahead.
They sol coffee an donuts tu awl
the freezin
Babtis and
Catherlicks. They gut enuff
mummy to start on their nu
bildin. Rev. Sprinklehed sed if
they went shed with the annul
reffle an bak sell, they orter hay
enuff tu bild bye nex spring.
`The secun bigges event uv
the year iz the xmas progrum
att the grad shul. Becuz hit iz a
publick schul awl uv the
prechers iz invited. The theme
wuz to bee "Putt Christ bak
entwo Xmas." Butt the Rabbi
sed that wud offend the Jewish
students. He sed we orter agree
on are column belief en wun
God. Butt the Prezzydunt uv the
Free Thankers Siciety sed ef
God wuz menshuned they wud
tak hit tu the Supreme Court.
Finally, the curmittee deecided
tu chang the progrum tu "Heer
Cums Santie Klaus" and the
churches awl agreed that no
buddy wud ubjeck to thet, becuz
awl the churches don' believe en
Christ er God butt they awl
believe en Santie Klaus.
"We air awl reddy makin
plans fer the Non years watch
nit,e meetin. Butt Mrs. Wurdly
sed we iz gonner hafta
kooperate better with the
stoodent senter than we did las
year. She sed ef us Batts iz
gonna reach the younger
generashun we air gonna hafta
quit startin are sarvices sew
erly. Sew we finerally got the
meetin plwed. We air gonna
sen the yung folks tu the
sockhop at 6 erklok, and pik
them up att 11 thutty fer a 20
minnit movie at the church. We
air gonna start prayin at wun
minnit two 12 and pray the ole
year out and the nu one en. Than
we kin awl dissmiss en tim to git
over tu the drive-en en tim to
see the mid-night horrer movie
they shows ever year.
"Brother Bakbone sed he
didn't want nuthin tu du with
sich a wurlyly progrum. He sed
ef thet iz awl we iz gonna du
with the yung peepel. we jest az
wel not rech them. Mrs.
Colcihart mad a moshun thet we
perseed with the progrum ax
planed, becuz Bruther Bakbone
ix just a stick-en-the mud ennyhow. Mrs. Coldhart sed she
didn't blame the yung peepel fer
wantin fo avoid preching, becuz
she didn't enjoy it neither.
"The onlies tim ennybuddy
lacks Bruther Bakbone iz whin
they gits en trubble, he alluz
seams tu no jest whut tu do.
-,71, other Levethed dIOU twirl becuz Bakbone stays in kontack
with the Lord. Cud bee, but he
shore iz a powerful lot uv
trubble allus trying to do thangs
akkordin to the Non Testament.
Sincerely, I.M . Sicosen."
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Frances Drako
FOR WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1973
Look in the section in which TAURUS
your birthday comes and find ( Apr. 21 to May 21)
How to use your talents and
what your outlook is, according
opportunities will be paramount
to the stars.
now. Astute thought BEFORE
ARIES
E4 acting will save time, prevent
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '14
on errors. Gains indicated through
time
waste
Don't
nonessentials while you neglect creative efforts.
GEMINI
more vital matters. Even if the
(May 22 to June 21)
latter are more difficult, stick to
Fine Mercury influences
your guns—and accomplish!
continue. A good day for
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ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — The
president of Ashland Oil, Inc.,
says the company will begin using metal detectors on its mail
today following notification that
letter bombs might have been
mailed to major oil companies.
Robert Yancey said the company was notified of the possible threat Saturday night by
the U.S. Postal Service. He said
he understood the Postal Service issued the notification to all
major oil firms.
The Postal Service said in
Washington, D.C., Sunday that
it received information that letter bombs may have been
mailed to oil firms and various
government agencies, but said
there was no indication any
were actually in the mail.
Yancey said the firm initiated precautionary
measures,
although he said the incident is
''probably just a prank."

making important decisions.
Also favored: advertising,
promotion, journalistic work.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 6442)
You may overreach your
mark now through anxiety or
miscalculation. Recall how you
waded through complex days
successfully in the past, and be
guided by experience.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
The most difficult chore may
bring the most rewarding
returns, if handled well. Avoid
tension, dissension. Don't let
errors go uncorrected.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) FT°
Mixed planetary influences.

4,tiQ

SAGITTARIUS
. Nov 23 to Dec. 21) )elIC
Though many means for
advancement exist, there is a
possibility of throwing a wrench
LII the machinery through wrong
attitude, suspicion. Beware!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20) Vi
You can have a fine day but
you may run into some competition. Don't let this dismay
• you, but fight it with your good
SCORPIO
judgment and know-how. You
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
CAN beat it.
Keep all avenues open for
AQUARIUS
discussion,
maneuverability.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
---)-1`
Back what you know is good,
Meaningful mutual respect
however. Handle routine tasks
will engender healthier cooperon time, without anxiety;
ation between forces that should
remain at ease.
be working together. DemonYou may be faced with
unevenness in some areas,
unexpected setbacks, but keep
on doing your best.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some opposition, but also
plenty of smooth sailing if you
are ready to pitch in and set
your sights straight for worthwhile goals. Appraise values
warily.

nt„

TUESDAY—DECEMBER 4, 1973
strate YOUR good faith.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(et...A
Avoid distractions from your
true course, but be sure what
your true course is! Accept
change—for real improvement
Work even harder to realize
your hopes; expect to win.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
vigorous, often
brilliant
worker; an inspiring influence,
with creative ability, and gifted
along many other lines. You
face reality sturdily and
philosophically. You have all
The qualities needed for topflight success and happiness,
and, once on the right path, do
not mind obstacles, regarding

them as interesting challenges.
Your best field is business—
especially in ita most active
areas—but you could also
become a fine lawyer, writer,
physician, journalist,
statesman or diplomat You
could also shine in the entertainment field or in the world
of sports. Birthdate of: Martin
Van Buren, 8th Pres., U.S.A.;
Walt Disney, film writer,
producer.
TEA STRIKE
English dock workers in
Ipswich once went on strike
because their tea machine
produced only hot water.
They resumed work when a
teapot was provided. — CNS

Environment cleanup
will take billions
lhe Council on Environmental Quality says it will
take $274.2 billion to control
pollution of all types over the
next decade and estimates
3121.3 billion, the biggest part
of the projected expenditure,
will be needed to clean up the
nation's water.
Other estimated costs include $105.6 billion for control
of air pollution, $41.8 for solid
wastes, $4.5 billion for land
reclamation and $1 billion for
noise control. — CNS
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Hospital Report
November 29, 1913
ADULTS..114
NURSERY..?
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patricia Ann Stinnett
and Baby Girl, 1113 College
Courts, Murray, Mrs. Danna
Kay Roberts and Baby Boy,
Route 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Lendon Sylvester Nance,
Route 6, Murray, James Hal
Blalock,311 N. 10th St., Murray,
James Thomas Hughes, 103 N.
14th St., Murray, Mrs. Robert
Lee Waters, Route 4, Murray,
Miss Donna Gail Tucker, Route
4, Murray, Miss Donna Gail
Tucker, Route 6, Box 295,
Murray, Mrs. Jeraldine Wilma
Gream, Route 1, Dexter,
Charles Howard Divine, 1109
Olive, Murray,Mrs. Wanda Fay
Swann, 1641 Hamilton, Murray,
James L. Geurin, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Betty June
Mitchell, Route 1, Almo, Joe
Frank Dalton, 1114 Sycamore,
Murray, Billy Dean Wimberly,
106 Lark, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Robbie Frank Blalock, Route 4,
Murray,Jack Byassee, Ftotite 3,
Clinton, Mrs. Fannie Belle
Mohler, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
13arbarasJean Hodges Route 6,
Murray, Master Jay Ryan
Lamb, Rt. 3, Murray, Ky., Mrs.
Susie Auden Easley, 403 N. 5th
St., Murray, Mrs. Winnie May
Edwards, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Ola Barnett Williams, Route 2,
Murray.
WILD PARAKEETS
Colonies of wild parakeets
are said to be spreading
throughout London, England.
Parakeets are natives of Australia and South America, and
London's wild parakeets are
thought to be descendants of
"escapees" from the homes of
bird lovers. — CNS •

ARM'S
CrEIM
crONIET
AGiftInGoodThits
For Santa Claus
Santa comes but once a
year bringing lots of
Christmas cheer 1 Turn the
tables with a gift that s
merry. a live dollar cert+ficafe— a gilt in
good taste,
from Jerry's'

Everyserving
that you pour
costs a nickel...
nota penny,more.
Pepsi-Cola taste. Pepsi-Cola quality.
At a price you thought went out with the bigband sound. The reason for the value is
simple. First, you're buying in quantity. Eight
16-ounce returnable bottles—an actual
gallon of Pepsi. Enough so that you don't
have to worry about running out when the
gang runs in. Second, you're not buying the
bottles. You merely leave a deposit. A
deposit that's refunded when you return the
bottles. And returning the bottles helps keep
our country clean.So get Pepsi-Cola in the
16-ounce Value-Pak—and get a serving of
at least five ounces for only a nickel.
At participating stores.

Pepsis gota lot to give.
'
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Racers Triumph Over
Howard Payne 82-78
By STEVEN. GIVENS
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Typical of how Texas players
stand, tall and talented, Howard
Payne College's Yellowjackets
flew into Murray State territory
fully expecting to sting the hosts
with their second successive
defeat.
And just as typical as Racer
basketball is in the Sports
Arena, Murray State cornered
the visitors, grabbed a four
point lead, and held on for an 8278 win before a sparse home
opening crowd last night.
Undoubtedly it was an
educational evening for the
Yellowjackets, who dropped
their second game in three
nights to a Kentucky team
enroute to a 3-2 slate. Last
Saturday, Kentucky Wesleyan
introduced the visitors to defeat
with a 85-68 thumping....and
HPC seems temporarily to be in
danger of heading towards Its
first losing season in nine years.
Murray lost the opening tip,
but never once trailed in the
contest that was relatively low
in fouls, but high in turnovers as
; MSU made 19 errors to the
' visitor's 10.
' The count was knotted at four,
: six, and eight before junior
.: forward Mike Coleman's lay-up
- shoved the Racers ahead to stay
' at 104 with 16:06 left in the first
;half. The 6-5 standout shot a
keen 52 per cent from the floor
(13 of 25) and added a free
> throw to capture the game
4.ii.scoring
;
honors with 27 markers.
Then MSU depended on a
sweeping 12 foot hook shot by
sophomore Jessie Williams,
. who was fouled and made the
. free throw, and a beautiful
: drive up the lane by 8-2 junior
, guard Henry Kinsey to boost its
lead to the then widest of the
Y
J.' half at 15-12.
'
We were not as good on
defense as I had hoped we'd be,
.• but we were doing some experimenting," Coach Cal
Luther said after the game.
After getting the advantage,
gi
f! the Racers slacked off briefly
allowing the Yellowjackets to
•.: rally within a point, at 19-18,
ii with 6-9 center Bob Kershaw
d. crammed a Up-in of a missed
(r•
... shot back through the nylon.
is.
de
Murray then turned to their
0- tall one. 64 Marcelous
0
r who led all rebounders Starks,
0.
with a
0
0. floe effort of 19 grabs, and be
i
0 popped in a short jumper for a
,e,
es score. But the crowd saw the
▪ first razzle-dazzle of the season
ioso when 6-6 freshman guard
$. Grover Woolard brought the
',I..
•

biggest margin of the half and a
long 20 foot jumper by Coleman
built the lead back once again.
The closest the Yellowjackets
could pull was within six, they
did so twice, but the Racers held
on for a 46-39 halftime margin.
Coleman brought the ball down
for MSU on the last scoring play
and calmly took a 20 foot
jumper that burned the net as it
fell through.

ball downcourt, dribbled behind
his back, and fired to Starks by
the bucket who made the play
count.
"Grover has satisfied us with
his offense, but its his defense
that I wanted to strengthen on
rebounding; He's intelligent
and is going to be a fine ball
player," Coach Cal Luther said.
A 12 foot shot by Kinsey put
the advantage at 35-26 for the

II

1

JESSE WILLIAMS lays up an easy two points Monday night
against Howard Payne. The game was Murray's home-opener
and was the first win of the season for the Racers.
(Photos by Wilson Woolley)

44
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Girt wrapped,
In Paces and Boxes

America's Largos, Selling Cigar

HENRY KINSEY eyes the basket on his way to two points
against Howard Payne last night. The Racers took -their
initial
win of the season with a 82-78 victory.

"ISM
invites you to

ST.LOUIS
Attractive accommodations - finest
downtown location for business or
pleasure. Ideal for traveling businessmen, government employees and tour.
ists. A few steps to offices, department
stores, Gateway Arch, Spanish Pavilion,
Busch Memorial Stadium.
WHERE EMPLOYEES ARE HAPPY TO SERVE YOU.
Public meeting rooms for conventions
and banquets. Most reasonable rates
of major downtown hotels. Inquire today

FREE
PARKING
Superb
Dining
Cocktail
Lounge

THURSDAY COUPLES
BOWLING LEAGUE
W
TEAM
16
32
Red Birds
15
29
Deamons
18'2
29,
2
Owls
Night
17
27
Breds
17
27
Rockets
16
24
Carroway
13
25
Alley Cats
23
25
Strikes
24
24
Runners
Road
24
24
Hits 8. Misses
201, 73/
1
2
Bs & Cs
7a1/2 23/
1
2
Whiz Kids
19
25
Frustrations
19
25
Ten Pens
1
2
181
/
2 25/
Fisher Price No 2
26
18
Bergers
26
18
Ups & Downs
16
28
Rs & Ms
16
32
Fisher Price No 1

Fii
Dolphins Take 30-26
Win Over Pittsburgh

Alabama Title Is
12th In Conference

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP I—
Coleman was the highest
Alabama's 8-0 conference
point producer in the half with
record, 11-0 for all games,
17 markers and eight rebounds,
meant a twelfth Southeastern
while Kershaw led HPC with 16
Conference
title for the team,
caught
MIAMI
—
"We
Pittsburgh
held
Miami's
offense
points and six rebounds.
a team that was frothing at-the to eight first downs, only one of more than any other team in
It was a see-saw scoring
the conference's history.
mouth," said Pittsburgh Coach them in the second half.
affair in the second half, with
The Crimson Tide has won
Chuck
the
Noll
Miami
after
Anderson's
four
steals
tied
the visitors getting the most
Dolphins bolted to a 30-3 half- the league single-game record the title outright nine times and
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
scores until senior forward
665
Red Birds
time lead on five pass inter- but he said he rated his 1972 shared the honors three times.
Eugene Harrell canned a 15 foot Carraway
660
The big difference was in the
before emerging with interception and 62-yard touchceptions
658
Breds
shot that made it 56-55 MSU.
a 30-26 National Football down return against Baltimore scoring statistics. Alabama was
Then
things began to
HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
League victory over the Steel- in the 1972 AFC title game as a tops in offense and defense,
850
happen to liven the dull fans! Carraway
799
scoring an average 41.3 points
ers
Monday night.
Ms
Rs
&
greater thrill.
Kinsey poured a 15 foot shot
798
Rockets
The loss was Pittsburgh's
The Steelers' last hope for per game while allowing 8.1.
for one of his 12 game points on
third in a row and dropped the victory died after Miami coach
The team is in the top five
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
a set shot and then senior guard
1921
Red Birds
Steelers into a tie with Cleve- Don Shula ordered Griese to nationally in both areas.
Steve Barrett stole the ball, Night
1849
Owls
In the conference, Tennessee
land and Cincinnati for first run into the end zone for a twowhipped a pass to running mate Rs &Ms
1826
place in the American Football point safety rather than punt was second in scoring, followed
Darnell Adell, who went up for
HIGH TEAM SERIES (1)1C)
Conference's Central Division.
with 1:04 left to play. Larry by ISU and Kentucky.
the lay-up,then dropped the ball Carraway
2384
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati Seiple followed with an 80-yard
Georgia was second in de7283
down to Coleman who laid it Whiz Kids
Bergers
2268
have 8-4 records with Cleveland free kick which put Pittsburgh fense against scoring, with LSU
through!
7-3-1. All have .67 percentages. on its own seven and safety third and Auburn fourth.
Then Coleman
Hig
key
HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
Four interceptions by Miami Jake Scott followed with
rebound from W6oLir' ti and
BROTHER AGAINST
Jim Hargrove
206
safety
Dick Anderson proved Miami's sixth interception.
twisted his way down the lane Paul Enlow
206
BROTHER
decisive in the nationally teleDelmar Brewer
205
The Steelers were held to a
for an easy score.
A Y ETTE V ILLE, Ark AP)
Frank Cooper
205
vised
game.
He
returned
two
of
37-yard field goal by Roy GeIt was 66-61 when Howard Isabel Parks
Brother may meet brother
189
them 27 and 38 yards, respec- rela in the first half. They on the Southwest Conference
Payne's James Scott made his Brooke Bradford
177
171
tively, for touchdowns. He also stormed back into contention on gridiron this season.
only goal of the night, but it was Dee Holzschuh
Wes Dennis, a 6-foot-2, 220took a third 31 yards to the a five-yard pass from Bradall the Yellowjackets needed to
HIGH IND. GAME (HC)
Steeler three to set up a two- shaw to Preston Pearson, a 21- pound freshman lineman at Ar242
make things uncomfortable Frans Cooper
Jim Hargrove
238
yard scoring pass from quar- yard run by Franco Harris and kansas, is the brother of Jay
towards the end.
Rich Christie
227
terback
Bob Griese to tight end a 17-yard pass from Bradshaw Dennis, center at Southern
Minutes later the visitors hit Linda Myhill
ni
Methodist. The brothers Dennis
223
Jim Mandich.
to Pearson.
three straight shots and it was Brooke Bradford
are from Tulsa, Okla.
Isabel Parks
221
The only other scores by the
72-70 as Greg Rogers waged a
Ansvee, to Yesterday's Puzzle
Dolphins were on field goals of
HIGH IND. SERIES (SC)
scoring battle to the finish,
Enlow
Crossword Puzzler 000 WM 00V11M
558 28, 46 and 14 yards by Garo
hitting four of the last seven Paul
Jim Neale
561
ACROSS
5 Mature
0Q0000 WO0000
HPC points.
Lyman Dixon
546 Yepremian, the first after an
6 Courage
DU OMOMOM0 OD
Hargrove
Charley
546
interception by Curtis Johnson.
7 Part of flower
4
1 ta
Thenteurnill
After Starks had cashed in on
Trease Carraway
487
DO DODO 00E0
8 Dreamily
8 Lane
a lay-up. Rogers canned a ZO Isabel Parks
thoughtful
465
113
2 shped
Equality
OOMM men ORO
9 Beverage
461
footer and suddenly the visitors Brooke Bradford
WORM ROMO 00
10 Common
conviction
were in the game, trailing again
U000 MOON
14 Lambs
HIGH IND. SERIES (HC)
11
Possesses
pen name
00 00M0 00000
by only two, 76-74. On the next Frank Cooper
656
17 Cyprinoid fists
15 Ventilate
10017 OMO0 0M
0R
618
19 Compass point
trip downcourt, Kinsey scooped Charley Hargrove
16 Meanness
OMUO MOOR MO
Vernon Riley
616
22 Direct at
18 Threefold
in a lay-up with 1:06 remaining Jim Neale
target
616
OM
20
Youngsters
0000OOR 00
CLARICSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
24 A continent
oo,n
62'2
21 Brother
that fell out, but MSU was Trease Carraway
3000M
0 00000
0
(abbr )
of
— Austin Peay State University
Brooke Bradford
599
um=
MO OPP
awarded the points on a
25 Mental image
22 Everyone
L Ticla Hodge
577
opened its 1973 basketball sea26 Scorch
Egyptian
23
goaltending charge.
Nettie Ernstberger
577
27 Hits lightly
37 Person
43 Negative prefix
goddess
son with a 87-64 victory over
28 European
Harrell made the final two
44 Discover
:
27 Pedal
p
l
supposed to
HIGH AVERAGES
Belmont
capital
College
Monday night
45 Short jacket
29 Baker's
bring good
points for the visitors on a 12
TOP FIVE
29 Dance step
46
Tear
luck
as last year's super-freshman
30 Vast age
47 Farm animal
MEN
foot shot, but Starks was fouled
30 Avoid
38 Shrewd
32 Signifies
48 Japanese savTommy Jones
31 Conjunction
181
40 Drinking
as the horn sounded and was Lyman Dixon
33 Stroke
49 Negative pre'
32 Obstruct
,
180
vessel
om
jamesore "Fly"'y
now,
' Williams,pu
pumped asophin 213
36 Maiden toyed
50 Chinese
33 American
awarded two free throws both of Dave Bradford
178
41
by
Zeus
Preposition
essayist
Pagoda
points,
Paul
177
Erik:7w
which were good to provide the
34 Babylonian
WOMEN
Williams, who grabbed 16
deity
final margin.
Norma Benett
158
35 Works at
rebounds
and five steals, was
152
Murray State finished with Betty Dixon
trade
io
37 ones
aided in his efforts by fellow
Marilyn Chatman
152
the hottest shooting hand, 38 Patsy
river
Swiss
38
Neale
146
mph Danny Odums, with 13
Shortly
115
of 76 floor shots for an even 50 Judy Parker
channel
points
and
Richard
Jimmerson,
per cent, while Howard Payne
0
91 S
h3 ts
Es
a junior, with 12.
42 Lubricates
connected on 35 of 79 or a 44.3
41 Go in
The
Governors
had
a
10-point
figure.
17 Agreements
12th SEC Title
edge at the half, 42-32. The visSi Southwestern
Williams was the MSU torrid
Indian
field shooter, hitting eight of 11
52 Musical
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP) — iting Rebels outshot the Govs 20
lostnt
points
to
three
at
the
charity
for 72 per cent while Woolard Alabama's 8-0 conference
53 C
sulebasntainngc
was runner-up with 66 per cent record, 11-0 for all games, line.
Measure of
54
Coach Lake Kelly began subon two of three. Harrell led the meant a 12th Southeastern Conweight
stituting
left
with
in
the
8:30
Emerges
55
visitors with a 53.1 percentage ference title for the team, more
victorious
first half as the Goys shot 53.8
on seven of 13 shots.
Rema
Remain
5
567 GGoall
than any other two in the conper
cent
from
the
floor.
Eight
The Racers outrebounded the ference's history.
DCAVN
of the Governors played 11 mintaller Yellowjackets, 51-40, with
The Crimson Tide has won
1 Quarrel
utes
or
more.
Odums
played
2 Filament
Starks' 19 outdistancing the title outright nine timers and
3 Come on
Coleman's 11 and HPC"s Ker- shared the honors three times. but 19 minutes after running
the scene
into foul trouble.
4 Run easily
shaw's 11.
There were four players from
PI 1%1 1%
each team with double digit
MW TEAM 15
SEE? WE'RE BUILDING A
scoring, Coleman 27, Williams
OFFSIDE ?I.! HOW CAN
WINNING 816
UTTER SNOWMAN TNAN
16, Starks 15, and Kinsey 12
MOTHER:All
SNOWAN fi3E OFFSIDE?!
A
ii./ERE
INV
ldINN/N6!
ARE!
OW4046!
from MSU and Rogers (25),
You
STUPID REFEREE!!!
Kershaw( 18), Harrell (14), and
Hanibal 1101.
Murray State continues its
homestand Wednesday night at
7:30 against Louisiana College,
a team the Racers have downed
in six previous meetings.
BLONDIE
Murray State
46 36..82
Howard Payne
39 39..78
084,1 KNOW----I'LL WEAR)
PAY WHITE Dit_df_tyS
WWW MN k,
'''\
BLUE
A

'Fly' Scores 26
As Governors Win

„eel

GIVE KING
EDWARD

BOWLING
STANDINGS

UV

Western Slips By
Arkansas 102-100

FAYETrEVILLE,
Ark.
API—Calvin Wade scored 33
points to lead Western Kentucky to a 102-100 victory Monday night over the Arkansas
Razorbacks.
Wade connected on 15 of 25
field goals and three of four
free throws as the Hilltoppers
held off a late surge by the
Razorbacks for the two-point
victory.
The Razorbacks were without
6-foot-8 senior center Dean Tolson who is sitting out for personal and academic reasons.
Head Coach, Lanny Van
Eman said Tolson would not
play with the Razorbacks at
least until after the Razorbacks' Dec. 10 game with Ole
Miss.
Van Eman said at that time
UA officials would review Tolson's case.
Western Kentucky is now 2-0,
while Arkansas is 0-3.

14-0-"TMLI:
EIGHTH AND PINE STREET
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

—.10n4gisrEittilittG, South Airice — Tom Weiskopf shot a
three-under-par 67 and won the
South African PGA Championship with a 72-hole total of 273.

State Players On
Honorable Mention
List, All-American

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) —
Four Kentucky football playerth
two from the University of Kentucky and two from the University of Louisville, received honorable mention Monday as The
Associated Press named its AllAmerica college football team.
The Louisville players were
running back Walter Peacock
and defensive tackle Marty
Smith. Kentucky's defense
guard Jirn "Bubba" McCollum
and running back Alfred "Sonny" Collins also were cited.
Collins, a 6-foot sophomore
from Madisonville, Ky., leading
rusher in the Southeastern Conference, helped spark the Wildcats to a 5-6 record.
McCollum,a 5-11,1, 251-pound
senior from Louisville, was
named Southeastern Lineman
of the Week during the season.
Peacock is a 5-7 sophomore
tailback from Indianapolis, and
Smith is a 6-3, 270-pound junior
from Cleveland, Ohio

1973 Winner
KINGSTON, R.I. (AP) —
Henry Hill, a three-year varsity
letterman and co-captain of the
brilhocle Island faitball team the past season, has
been named winner of the 1973
Senior Achievement Award by
the New England Football
Writers' Association.
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Named To AP All-America Squad
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
first freshman in 22 years —
tailback Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh — and three repeaters —
Randy Gradishar and John
Hicks of Ohio State and Richard Wood of Southern California — have been named to The
Associated Press All-America
college football team for 1973.
The 5-foot-11, 175-pound Dorsett finished as the nation's second leading rusher with 1,586
yards in 11 games as Pitt posted its first winning record in 10
years and first bowl bid since
1956.
The last freshman to win
• first-team honors was fullback
Doc Blanchard of Army in 1944.
Blanchard was an All-American
three times but graduated from
West Point in three years under
an accelerated war-time course
of study and was not on hand to
play as a senior.
Joining Dorsett in the backfield are fullback Roosevelt
Leaks of Texas and tailback
John Cappelletti of Penn State,
who finished fourth and fifth in
the national rushing statistics,
and quarterback David Jaynes
of Kansas, who set six Big
Eight Conference passing
records.
The AP All-America team
will appear on the Bob Hope
Special on NBC-TV Dec. 9 at 9
p.m., EST.
Besides the backs and offensive tackle Hicks, the offensive
team consists of wide receiver
Lynn Swann of Southern California, tight end Andre Tillman
of Texas Tect, tackle Buddy
Brown of Alabama, guards Tyler L.afauci of Louisiana State
and Bill Yoest of North Carolina State and center Bill Wyman of Texas.
Joining linebackers Gradishar and Wood on the defensive
team are ends Pat Donovan of
Stanford and Randy White of
Maryland, tackles John Dutton
of Nebraska and Dave Gallagher of Michigan, middle guard
Lucious Selmon of Oklahoma,
linebacker Rod'Shoate of Oklahoma and secondary men Jimmy Allen of UCLA, Artirnus
Parker of Southern California
and Mike Townsend of Notre
Dame.
The team is composed of
freshman Dorsett, 16 seniors
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and five juniors — Wood,
Leaks, Donovan, White and
Shoate.
Dorsett is unquestionably the
greatest freshman running
back in history. His 1,586 yards
smashed the previous best by a
freshman — 1,291 by New Mexico State's Po James in 1968.
His 285 yards against Northwestern in his third varsity
game was the best performance ever by a freshman and
his 209 yards against nationally
ranked Notre Dame were the
most ever allowed by a Notre
Dame team.
Penn State Coach Joe Paterno calls Cappelletti "the best
player I've ever been around."
The 6-1, 215-pounder carried
286 times for 1,522 yards and 16

touchdowns and also caught 22
passes for 207 yards and a
touchdown.
Leaks, a bone-crunching 220pounder, led Texas to its sixth
consecutive Southwest Conference championship with a
league record 1,415 yards, including a brilliant 342-yard
game against Southern Methodist, only eight yards shy of the
national one-game mark.
Jaynes completed 172 of 330
passes for 2,131 yards and 13
touchdowns and was intercepted only nine times, one of
the best interception ratios
ever. His finest performance
came in a 28-27 loss to nationally ranked Tennessee when he
connected on 35 of 58 passes for
394 yards. He holds every Kan-

By ALEX SACRARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Cappelletti of Penn State is a
slight favorite, but over a dozen
others are very much in the
running for the HeLsrnan Trophy, the winner of which will
be announced today at the
Downtown Athletic Club.
Cappelletti, named Monday to
The Associated Press All-America team, led Penn State to an
undefeated season and a berth
in the Orange Bowl. The 6-foot1, 215-pound senior gained 1,522
yards and scored 17 touchdowns, and was called by his
coach, Joe Paterno, "the best
player I've ever been around."
But Cappelletti is just one of
many viable candidates for the
39th annual Heisman Trophy,
awarded annually to "the outstanding college football player
of the year" as chosen by a
panel of 1,200 sports writers
and broadcasters in balloting
conducted by the Downtown
A.C.
Others likely to receive
strong support are running
backs Roosevelt Leaks of
Texas, Archie Griffin of Ohio
State and Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh; quarterback David Jaynes of Kansas; offensive tackle
John Hicks of Ohio State;
middle guard Lucious Selmon
of Oklahoma, and linebacker
Randy Gradishar of Ohio State.
And other votes will go to
players such as quarterbacks
Jesse Freitas of San Diego
State and Danny White of Arizona State; running backs Anthony Davis of Southern California and Woody Green of Arizona State, and center Bill Wyman of Texas.
But if old habits hold true,
Cappelletti has the edge. Seniors have won the award 34 of
38 times; Cappelletti is a senior, while Leaks, Griffin and

Dorsett are underclassmen.
The winners include 35 backs
and not a single interior lineman, which bodes ill for the
chances of fficks, Selmon and
GrasJte
Other fart-ors which have
helped in the past are playing
for a winning team, preferably
an unbeaten one; doing well in
television games; competing
for a prestigious school, preferably in a major conference,
and playing for a well-respected coach.
Last year's winner, Johnny
Rodgers of Nebraska, fit the
mold almost perfectly. And so
does Cappelletti.
But one major factor working
against him is geography. No
Eastern player has won since
1963, when Navy's Roger Staubach received the award. Not
counting the two service academies, only one Eastern player — Ernie Davis of Syracuse,
in 1961 — has received the
Heisman Trophy in the past 20
years.

FEEDS 4
10 pieces chicken
pint cole slaw
IV/
pint potatoes
1/2 pint gravy
6 hot rolls

Cal olefi SANDERS PEC/PF

1113 Sycamore Si., Murray

sas passing mark but one.
Southern Cal Coach John
McKay calls receiver-kick returner Swann "as valuable to
us as Johnny Rodgers was to
Nebraska. In our offense, he is
called on to run, block and
catch passes and he is excellent
at all three."
Tight end Tillman is a 6-5,
230-pounder equally adept at
blocking or receiving.
The offensive interior linemen — Hicks, Brown, Lafauci,
Yoest and Wyman — are great
blockers. In fact, Ohio State's
Woody Hayes calls Hicks "the
best offensive lineman I have
ever coached," including Hall
of Famer Jim Parker.
The most notorious names on
the defensive unit are Selmon,
teammate Shoate and Wood.
Coach Barry Switzer calls
Selmon "the greatest down
lineman we've ever had here,
and we've had some really
great ones." Shoate, according
to Switzer, "looks like one of
those guided
missiles —
swoosh!...and he's got the bal-

N.C. Hall Of Fame
GREENVILLE, N.C.(AP) —
One of baseball's most noted
brother acts, pitchers Gaylord
Perry of the Cleveland Indians
and Jim Perry of the Detroit
Tigers, will be inducted into the
North Carolina Sports Hall of
Fame tearglit. St/win-stock tat
driving champion Richard Petty and former Olympic trackman Floyd "Chunk" Simmons.
Their induction at a banquet
at East Carolina University will
bring membership In the hall to
45

Phillies And Braves Trigger
Trading At Baseball Meetings
By KEN ftAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — They're
pitching and wooing at the winter baseball meetings.
The Philadelphia Phillies and
Atlanta Braves scored first,
triggering a cluster of trades in
the very first inning Monday,
and promised more swinging
this week.
.
"We will still try to make another trade or two," said Philadelphia Manager Danny Ozark
after obtaining pitcher Ron
Schueler from Atlanta for
shortstop Craig Robinson and
pitcher Barry Lersch.
The first trade was announced a half-hour before the
annual winter draft which signaled the official start of the
December extravaganza.
And the explosive deals that
followed the Phillies-Braves announcement reflected a climate
similar to last year's affair at
Honolulu, when a record 67
players were traded in 20 deals.
In all, 10 major league players were swapped in four
trades Monday, after the
Phillies and Braves completed
their announcement, these

deals were revealed:
—The Oakland A's sent Horacio Pins to the Chicago Cubs
for Bob Locker in a trade of
right-handed relief pitchers.
—The Houston Astros dealt
reliever Jim Ray and utility infielder Gary Sutherland to the
Detroit Tigers for right-handed
pitcher Fred Scherman.
—The Chicago White Sox received Mexican League righthanders Francisco Barrios and
Manuel Lugo from the Jalisco
club for infielder Rudy Hernandez, who moved from Iowa in
the American Association to
Mexico.
—The Astros traded Cecil Upshaw to the Cleveland Indians
for Jerry Johnson in an exchange of relievers.
Pitching, which is theoretically the dominating factor
in baseball, was the dominating
commodity Monday. Every
trade involved a pitcher — and
the Phillies naturally thought
they got a pretty good one.
Schueler, who became a
starter for Atlanta halfway
through the 1973 season, had an
8-7 won-lost record and a 3.87
earned run average. Lersch, a

reliever and spot starter, had a
3-6 record and 4.41 ERA. Robinson batted .226 for the Phillies
after being called up in midseason .
Locker, who reportedly refused to play for the Cubs for
personal reasons, was dispatched to the World Champion
A's not long after the first
trade of the busy day. The
right-hander, who once pitched
in an Oakland uniform, compiled a more impressive record
than Pins last season — a 10-6
won-lost mark with a 2.55 ERA.
Scherman was the No. 1 relief pitcher in Detroit before
John Hiller took over last year.
Scherman had a 2-2 record with
a 4.23 ERA and one save in
1973. Ray was 6-4 with six
saves in Houston while Sutherland, a suberb defensive second
baseman, batted .294 at Denver
of the American Association.
Upshaw split last year with
Atlanta and Houston, posting a
2-4 record 4.93 ERA and one
save. Johnson, a former National Leaguer with Philadelphia, St. Louis and San
Francisco, had a 5-6 record,
6.18 ERA and five saves.

%ORM
TRACTION

• i7/32" Tread Depth
▪
Ply Pcwyester Cord
• 78 &Mee Design
• 85 inch White Sidevra

$225°.
F78-14
0711-14

$2500

078-15

Weiskopf Wins
South African
JOHANNESBERG (AP) —
Tom Weiskopf has upped his
1973 winnings to more than
$375,000 by winning the rain-delayed South African PGA
championship.
Weiskopf shot a three-underpar 67 Monday for a 72-hole total of 273. Weiskopf, who started the day tied for the lead
with South Africa's Vince Baker at four under, clinched the
victory with five birdies on the
back nine.
Baker finished three strokes
back in second place at 276,
and Noel Hunt of Britain was
third at 277.
South African star Gary
Player, who began the day just
two shots off the pace, shot a
final round of 72 to fade to fifth
place at even-par 280.
Weiskopf, who said after the
final round his last eight holes
were his best, started the back
nine with a bogey on the parfour 10th. Then he birdied the
11th, parred the 12th, and
pulled away with four consecutive birdies beginning on
the 13th hole.
Weiskopf, of Columbus, Ohio,
earned $9,000 for his victory.
The money does not count toward official earnings on the
PGA tour in the United States,
but it, nevertheless, is spendable.
The tournament was to have
been completed Saturday, but
heavy rains forced
postponement of the final round until Monday.

lcarrier. He's intelligent and a
great open-field tackler. And
he's mean." Shoate also is the
fastest man on the Oklahoma
team in a 40-yard dash.
Wood called defensive signals
as a sophomore for Southern
Cal's national champs last season and McKay termed him
"the best linebacker I've had at
this stage of his development.
He has great strength and
quickness and is fast as most
backs."
Townsend of Notre Dame was
the nation's leading interceptor
last year. This season, teams
avoided his area but against
Pitt, for example, he broke up
two sure touchdown psisses in
the end zone and tackled Dorsett after a 65-yard run to save
still another score.
Parker of USC topped the Pacific-8 Conference with eight interceptions, making him one of
the nation's leaders. He returned the eight steaLs for 100
yards and he holds the conference career record of 20 interceptions.
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SPRINT
GT '60

$295°

ide
• tp to 10"
• 12/32" Tread Depth
• Rayon Betts
• Nylon Cord Body
•60 Series Design

GOLDEN BEAR
• 75%• more road hazard
protection
• 20%• better handling
• Cooler running*
• 12%* better traction
MI Gas economy
II Magic Carpet Ride

• i2132" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
III 78 Series Design
• 45 White Sidevnia

H60-14
1460.15

$225°
BUY
NOW

TIN:stone

PAY
LESS

SMALL CARS

F78-14
078-14
078-13
H78-14
H74-15
J78-15
L78-13

$2500

$295°

E-T DIAMOND SPOKE MAGS 14"

ER78-14

0475**

F578-14

.
506**

0171-14

*52"*

H11711-14

.5556*

0175-15

*5422*

HR78-1 5

.5713*

J175-13

.59"*

L175-15

.6 1
"
*

S2250
MEDIUM CARS

S2500

LARGE CARS

PLUS LUG NUTS
S295°

Whits Walls!

Electofihonle
8-Track Car Stereo Tape Player
IN Fully Saki Stale
•Nen. CO,,,011,
, S.,.

.NO MONEY DOWN
6 MOS. TO PAY

,NO FINANCE CHARGE
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

III 2 54ereo Sceakent
U Low Pow., Ooweil.,

Christmas
Spacial

For Truck & Farm

Limited
Ouanity

Tire Service

▪eq. 4111"

Call Us!!
NOW $3995

HEAVY DUTY

SHOCK
ABSORBERS
/ACM $988
/NS/ 411141:1

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30
Saturday 7:30-5:00
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Sell It With A Classified Ac175`31'916
2. Notice

3. Card Of Thanks

6. Help Wanlid

16. Home Furnishings

22. Musical

26. TV-Radio

29. Mobile Home Rentals 32. Apartments For Rent

furnished
ROOM
THREE HOUSE trailers and one THREE
I-1111
HELP THE family budget! Two
mutiChurchill Funeral Home.
MUSIC LESSONS: Band inARANCE Sae
room,
Living
apartment.
Two
for
$50.00
small
apartment.
profitbring
a
will
day
a
hours
Sale
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McCuiston,
struments, piano,
guitar, I. nd radios.
kitchen
and
bath
bedroom,
each
through
and
two
for
$35.00
given.
Price
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Warren, Mrs. able income. Training
beginning violins, Experienced 3 band models
six winter months only at this Private entrance and driveway.
Orien McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs. Phone 753-1470 for interview
teachers with masters degree. P-4920
$ 36.95 $ 29.88 price. All are nice with electric Utilities furnished. Couples only
Frank McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs. between the hours of 6:30 - 7:30:
Phone 753-1470.
5 band models
(lathe old ice plant building
heat and air conditioning. Phone No pets. Phone 753-5619 after 7:30
Finis Thompson, and the grand- p.m
P- 4950. .
$ 49.95 $ 38.88 436-2427.
p.m.
:South 4th St. Murray, Ky. S
e
children.
•
7 band models
•
23. Exterminating
10. Business Opportunity
P-4980
$124.95 $ 89.88
COACH ESTATES and Fox APARTMENT FOR rent for one
Pest
and
TERMITE
8
band
models
KELLY'S
Loit Arid Found
yd:
sq.
NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
girl, Phone 753.3169.
•Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South P4960
$ 69.95 $ 49.88 Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
•
Time! Details, sample free.•
•
South
every week.
16th
Street.
Truck
load
Residential
you
day
"Every
12
LOST MALE Irish Setter, about
band
models
Street.
•13th
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th •
LARGE FURNISHED two
• No job too small or too •
eight months old in vicinity of
$199.95 $139.88 area, natural gas hook ups
•delay lets bugs have their way." P-4990
Street.
bedroom Apartment, electric'
• large.
•
North 14th Street and Hughes
Roby Sales, Highway 68, available. Spaces from $27.50.
heat wall to wall carpet, married
es.•••••••••••••••••••
-;•
Phone
753-3855.
Avenue. Reward offered. Phone
imen 1=iitault
Centuck ommin
RESPONSIBLE PERSON
couple, no pets, $100 per month.
Chestnut St.
753-5688 or 753-0972.
Wanted to own and operate
Phone 753-6425, days or 753-5962
AIR COMPRESSORS, drill
G
norCLEARANCE - Sa
candy & confection vending 17. Vacuum Cleaners
Phone 753-8850
tinentsfor Rent
tAle Cassette Yecorder players.
nights.
route. Murray and surrounding
press, new and used electric
WHILE THEY LAST!
area. Pleasant business High KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas motors, used electric heaters, 110
"Building
6. Help Wanted
or
FURNISHED
one
TLY
profit items Can start part
Reg. Sale
time. Age or experience not Special) receive free hose and and 220 volt, band saw, wood or
A Reputation"
Price Price two bedroom apartment may be TWO BEDROOM furnished or
Model
HELP WANTED
important. Requires car and
attachments with the purchase of metal cutting. Large rip saw with
n at Kelly's Pest Control unfurnished apartment, wall to
$29.95
$25.88
M-8433
5995 00 to 51,885 00 cash in a new Kirby upright through Dec.
Local person needed to train
Service Is The Difference
$39.95 $29.88 ocated 100 S. 13th. St.
15 HP motor, battery chargers, M-8415
and
write
For
details
wall carpet. Central heat and air.
vestment
for Manager's Position with
M-8445
$42.95 $35.88
31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359, new and used portable electric
include your phone number.
Good location. Available at once.
$44.95
M-8450
$32.
Big
K
Shoe
Dept.
Department BVV
ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob welders, 220 volt. We have 50 new
CARPET SALE all during the
$5195 $14 94 DELUXE DUPLEX apartment, Call 753-4331
M.8455
3938 Meadowbrook Rd.
Rapid advancement, good
Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller, and used electric motors sell
11-8460
$5995 $4'7 88 located in Circarama, convenient
month of December, Hughes
55425
Park.
MN
Louis
St
ROBY SATES
or stop by and see a new or complete lot only at $5.50 each
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street, pay, major medical insurance
to shopping centers. Includes two 33. Rooms For Rent
KY
HIGHWAY
68
BEN'TON
Vacation
etc.
includes
life,
rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
Murray, Kentucky.
large bedrooms, carpeted, lots of
one-sixth to one-half HP. Filing
Pay.
bath, SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
closet
space, tile
cabinets, 6 electric wall heaters,
Apply In Person To:
private entrance, electric heat,
Mobile
Home
Sales
27.
Sewing
Machines
_
built
in
stove,
refrigerator,
one
floor
polisher.
We
will
buy
INSURANCE:
NEW
mobile
UNION 76, sign is missing at 4th
Dam Terbune
refrigerator,
Zimmerman
central
heat
and
air
and
carport.
what you have to sell. All our USED 10 x 50'., two bedroom
home coverage to qualified risk, CLEARANCE
& Elm. Please return, no
SALE-Sewing
Big K Shoe Dept.
Apartments S. 16th Street. Phone
with or without deductible, low machines. Brother heavy duty, listing is guaranteed. Dill mobile home. Total electric, new Prefer couple. Phone 753-7531.
questions asked. Phone 753-6129
-Equal Opportunity Em753-6609.
rates, excellent claim service. full size model number 1381, Electric located at the Murray carpet throughout. $2195.00.
or 753-5862.
ployerDrive
In
entrance.
When you see me, don't think of Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
Phone 753-4469.
FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom Lief ICIENCY ROOM for one
Insurance, but when you think of Heavy duty zig zag, model 621,
and efficiency apartments near girl, private entrance. Central
with
to
live
in
WANTED LADY
insurance see me. Hariling Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56. HALF
university. Ideal for students, heat and air, carpeted. Phone
STOCK Kentucky rifle,
DUE TO the gas shortage of Gulf elderly couple. Phone 753-1634. alloway Insurance & Realty,
Deluxe zig zag model number $150.00; antique wall clock 1972 MOBILE Home, 12' x 50', phone 753-7575.
753-2377.
Oil Corporation and mutual
phone 753-5842.
bedrooms, carpeting
751, regular $159.95, now only $75.00; Illinois 17 jewel pocket Two
agreement with Gulf Oil Corthroughout, air conditioned.
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, watch, $40.00. Phone 753-7190.
poration, I, C.E. Cain Jr., doing
The Shoe That
ju
House type furniture. Phone 753ton. Kentucky.
business under Cain's Gulf
5985.
WANT TO BUY large farm, with
Sells
Itself!
Service, 600 West Main, will no
FOUR NEW rocket Mag wheels,
or without house, in Calloway
Easy selling guaranteed
longer be a Gulf dealer, effective
by the foot
Ford 14" x 7", regulars $100.00.
County.
Phone
762-2557.
with nationally-famous
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two
December 1, 1973. I have purPhone 435-5442.
STEERING
TELEFLEX
v
Knapp shoes. Maximum
bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or
chased the property from Gulf Oil
commissions immediately. ANY U.S. Silver coins, also system, complete. 'Phone 767- TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. 'Mille best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox
Corporation and will be selling
they last, custom premium 78 Meadows,
Your
own hours. Free collections, one piece or more. 2455.
Union 76 products and will not be
polyester 4 ply white wall. Road
Phone Bill Harris 753-6328.
sales
kit.
Ralph
Kelley,
cards.
accepting Gulf Credit
hazard and defective material
Up to 10,000 sq. ft. available
Dept.
KLT8,
Knapp
28. H,ating Coo*
guaranteed.
However, I invite everyone to
set
GOOD
USED
electric
train
Centre, Brockton, Mass.
COMPLETE SET of men's Golf E78x14" or 15"-$14.82 -} $2.22
stop in and pick up Union 76
Phone 436-5470.
02481,
dubs with bag for $75.00. Phone $'78x14" or 15"-$15.39 + $2.37 10,000 BTU Fedders Air concredit card applications.
G78x14" or 15-88636 + 52.80 ditioner, 1973 model. $100.00 also
753-7550 or 753-2215
753-4306.
I want to express my ap1178x14" or 15"-$17.51 + $33.01 Vacumn Cleaner $20.00. Call 767WILL
be
buying
all
kinds
of
furs
I
J78x- or 15"-$18.11 + $3.01.
porter; full
preciation to all of you as
4745 between 12:30 and 4:30 p.m.
usekeeping porter; full again this season. Thanks for last 14' ALUMINUM V bottom boat, 1,78x- or 15"-418.88 + $3.31
customers for making this time housekeeping
Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass
year's
business.
Highway
641
AttHP
Scott
with
10
complete
).
tit
rne
ll' TIMEldtche
aides (experienced).
transaction possible and looking F
n
betted 78 series, white wall. Road 29.,MOM111111.1
forward to better serving you in Apply at personnel office, South, 2 miles from shopping water Motor, 1200 lb. trailer. All hazard and defective material
guaranteed.
Murray-Calloway County.center, Murray, Kentucky. for $275.00. Phone 753-3570.
MOBILE HOMES for rent or
the future.
E78x14" or 15"-$15 51 + $2.31 sale. Dill's Trailer Court, Murray
Hospital. An equal opportunity Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753C.E. Cain Jr.
F78%14" or 15"-$16.12 + $2.50
3375.
employer.
12.
G78x14" or 15"-$17.26 + $2.73 Drive In Theatre entrance
H78x14" or 15"-$18.90 + 12.118 Phone 753-2930 or 753-1551.
CLEARANCE SALE G.E. Record L78- or 15" - $19.60 + 0.31
.•
A-,
• •2e,
MAN AND Women can earn $300Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fibPlayers
$400.00 per week as sales POOL TABLES-10i price sale,
erglass belted or nylon. Road haz- NICE TWO bedroom mobile
Reg. Sale
sincere
our
last.
regular
extend
they
44",
wish
to
We
Price Price ard and defective material guar- home electric heat, water and
,Model
representatives for rapidly ex-while
$18.95 $16
anteed.
V-211 ...
thanks and deep appreciation to pending company with excellent 824.86, now only $12.43. 60",
$34
96 $24.88 F78x14" or 15"-$17.50 + $2.61 garbage pick up furnished. $80.00
V-639
our many friends, relatives, and lead system. For more in- regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
V-Q36
$55.95 544.88 G70x14" or 15"-$18.54 + $2.88 month. Call 753-8216 after 5 p.m.
neighbors for the flowers, food, Urination, write P.O. Box 717,110by Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
946
$59.95 $47 es H70x14" or 15"-$19.80 + $3.09
expressions
of
Kentucky.
cards,Ipd other
T-36I
.
$79.95 $5988 Wide 60 series raised white letFrankfort, Kentucky 40601 or call
lers. Road hazard and defective TWO BEDROOM trailer with
ROBY
SA1-F-S
kindness and sympathy shown us Mr. Lindsey, collect at (502) 223built on living room, furnished
materials guaranteed.
HIGHWAY
68
BENTON.
KY
during the recent passing of our 2361
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
G60x14" or 15"-$19 13 +- $2.89 $25.00. Phone evening 753-1690 or
grandfather,
father
and
beloved
L60x14" or 15-$23.52 -4- $3.49
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
G.E. CLEARANCE Sale-8 track Mud and snow tires, white wall. days 753-6920.
Mr. Chris MeCuiston. We
Montgomery
Ward
stereo
players.
Automatic
tape
Road hazard and defective maespecially thank Dr. Hugh
UNIQUE Gli• rs. Special items record changer, audio systems, terial guaranteed
1203 Chestnut
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
Houston, the nurses at Westview
for the "hard-to-buy for" person.
or 15-$14.41 + $2.52
Sale. wieonesdey only
duo-mode systems, tri-mode F78x14"
Nursing Home, the Rev. Jack
G78x14" or 15-415.13 + $2.60 home, all electric, carpet, $50.00
Let us help solve your shopping
to percent oft all steturnes
systems, four channel sound H78x14" or 15-$16.17 + $2.73 deposit, $125.00, water furnished.
Jones, and the exceptionally
Goods
probreins. Phone 753-1470.
systems, FM-AM-FM stereo L78x14" or 15-$17.18 -4- $3.13 Phone 753-2377.
Open tut 7:00 P.M.
thoughtful people at J.H.
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road
receiver. While they last.
MOBILE HOMES underpenned Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price !Lazard and defective materials THREE BEDROOM Trailer,
guaranteed.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461
M-8616 $62.95 $49.88
FR70x14" or 15"-$34.70 + $2.88 water furnished, East of Alm°.
South 12th Street
NANCY
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 4- $13.041 by 40', all furnished. Phone
SC2705 $124.95 $99.95
o.
n 9 to 9 seven d • so week
11R70x14"
or
15"-$37.50
+
$3.33
SC2005 $124.95 $109.95
REMINGTON TYPEWRITE
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70 evenings 753-1690, days 753-6920.
SC2015 $159.95 $126.95
Truck tires Road hazard and delike new. Phone 753-9364.
THAT SHOP HAS \...)
5C-2306 $199.95 $154.95
fective material guaranteed.
Highway tread.
A PRETTY
SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
670815-6
ply - $13.37 + $2.40
SC3205 $259.95 $199.95
DAY WINDOW-700x15-6
ply - $16.55 + $2.80
carpet
Lustre America's favorite
40 watts peak music, power on 750%16-8 ply - $2048 + $33.69
I MUST SHOW
shampoo. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
IT TO
our most deluxe set. Roby Sales, Truck tires, tort:ion type Road
Points.
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. hazard and defective material
guaranteed.
670315-6 ply - $17.63 -L 12.89
REMOVE CARPET paths and
700%15-6 ply - $18.93 + $3.33
PIANO IN STORAGE
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
750,06-8 ply - $25.78 + $44.12
Beautiful
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
Spinet-console
ROBY SALES. Highway 68 .
stored locally. Reported
Benton. Ky.
14144134111,
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
-2••••••••• IlkystO••••••.A011like new, Responsible
Center.
FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753party can take at big
4147, or 436-2390.
savings on low payment
WESTERN SADDLE never used,
balance. Write Joplin
$75.00. Kenmore washer and
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
Piano Co., Joplin, Missouri
Hamilton dryer, $125.00. Phone
car, discount to dealers. Atomic
64801.
436-5860.
batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
Murray, 753-8572.
Folks, It's real easy to boy small TV.'s, car and borne stereos from
ACCENT STAINLESS steel, ONE SET of Ludwig drums, best
discount stores,
department stores, drug stores and other stores without a service
waterless cookware set. Never offer buys. Phone 489-2690.
UTILITY TRAILER for sale, two
department, but its
harder to find someone that will service their merchandise when they
used. Phone 767-6252 after 5:00
azels, electric brakes, 16 ft. bed
need service.
p.m.
WURIATZER
PORTABLE with 6 foot sides. 753-5996.
•
CORI
organ, excellent conBORDER RUG, 7 x 17', also dition. Must sell $295.00. Also STROMBECKER 1-32 Scale
curtains and drapes. Phone 753- Fender Branco guitar Amp Road racing set, 2 lane, 20 feet el
3169.
$60.00. Would make great track. Also Ho scale model motor
Christmas gifts. Phone 767-2632 racing set, 4 lane. Phone 753-7206.
1.1l: ABNER
GARAGE SALE: four family, or
after 6:00 p.m
heated building, Dec. 6-7-8,
MONKEY SOCK dolls, $4.50
Antiques, collectables, clothing, ZENITH SOLID state portible each. Phone Benton 354-8469.
Only A Few In Stock-First Come, First Served!
including larger sizes, much Stereo with stand. Good con
more. Watch for signs at South dition, $35.00. Phone 753-3999.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
Marshal High School.
Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5:00
Reg. '49.95
p.m.
Nevi AMPEG AMPLIFIERS
RAY HARMON, Racoon family
For Christmas_
and other prints by Don Ensor
FIREWOOD FOR sale, Phone
Bass„Amps , Lead Guitar
Amps
Endorsed
by
and Gene Gray. 753-6328.
753-8526 after 4:00 p.m.
"Rolling Stones" Band
Great .4or rock and country
groups
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
WHEEL CHAIR, good condition,
away! Let Avon help you make
almost new. Phone 436-2412.
holiday money. As an Avon
Representative, you can earn PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
extra cash-and it's easy and Lonardo Piano Company, across
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, from Post Office, Paris, Ten- CABLEVISION
INIT FLIES O/ER
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. nessee.
STALLATION!! Reduced from
COUPLE
42001, 443-3366.
December 1-15, was $10.00 now 99
TIMES A
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. cents, or second installation
MOTHRent to purchase plan. Lonardo 85.00. Portable Television will be
LOOKIKIK
lktiorne 1.ishin. Piano
FOR ITS
Company, across from given away absolutely free. No
MATETWIN HOLLYWOOD beds, Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. purchase necessary. Murray
matresses and springs. Wall oven
cablevision.
• -• ,••
untt, frigidairz good condit.tor,
UITARS, GUITARS, GUITARS. 26.IV- •4
Call 489-2202.
Chuck's Music Center
Has good student flattops
SILVERTONE BLACK and white
Central Shopping Center - Near the Kroger Store
SPANISH OR Mediterranean and electrics and tine 12
television, $25.00. One factory air
guitars, mandolins,
living room suite, Broyhill tables string
conditioner; hangdown for car,
and banjos. All in time for
crushed velvet sofa and chair, Christmas
$50.00. Both in good condition
DOn't Delay Come in 7odevl
$185.00. Call 753-9846.
Phone 7534657.

1••••••••••••••••••.,
•
•
•
• Discount
•
:
• Carpet Center :

Relieves
Gas Pains

•
SHAG
•
:299-$399-$599

•
•

Plan Ahead
Carroll VW

24. Miscsianaous

Storage & Warehousing
Boats
v Appliances
t,Furniture, Etc.

34. Hou

THREE
miles we
Heights S
2731.

SMALL C
utilities
Apartmei
after 6:34

TWO B1
furnished
Murray,(
753-5491.

UNFUR1
rooms an
All elect.'
campus.
753-7276.

38. Pet

60 PET
MUrray,
puppies,
cockers,(
hampster
Phone 75

AKC R.
puppies,
and bla
Christma

FIVE A
pure bra
gifts. Ph

BULL 'I
weeks, sti
753-4106.

Call Dan W. Miller

VETERANS'

V.A. FINANCING

cotevailteM

NOW

at the sign of the

\\4C9
cfr

FAce

Bill's Mobile Homes

to

N -0-T -I-C-E

Just Arrived

Largest Selection of Car and
Home Stereos
from 36" to 96", In This Area

A Child's Dream Stereo
"Sing-Along" Phonograph
with 2 Speakers

$3995

Many Other Children's Phonographs ..
Come By and See the Large Selection

111111111111111111

BE A WISE SHOPPER AND BUYER .

Shop With Us for QUALITY, PRICE,
plus SERVICE!!
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

-It SE- R V1CfrCE NTE.
Phone 753-5865

AUCTIO
Decembe
late Edit
15th Stre
good old
old anti
china c4
handed 4
Also nice
items at
refriger
electric k
bedroom
pliances
fancy a
rockers, '
antique
table and
and reco
old rail

Stanc
and 11
Nelli
Corn
rni
Locat
Local
753-99
Live
b
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•••
Call
753-1916

rent for one

SHED two
electric
!pet, married
0 per month.
,s or 753-5962

!urnished or
,ent, wall to
heat and air.
able at once.

ent

IS for men,
Iectric heat,
immerman
Street. Phone

)M for one
nce. Central
oeted. Phone

34. Houses For Rent

41. Ptiblic Sides

THREE BEDROOM house five
miles west on 94 in Lynnwood picture frames, camel back and
Heights Subdivision. Phone 1-382- flat top trunks, high back oak
bed, quilts, oak kitchen cabinets
2731.
and ice box, dough tray cheese
SMALL ONE bedroom house, all hooks, old bottles and jars,
utilities paid. 1628 West Main, Kerosine lamps, loads of old
Apartment 2. Phone 753-9224 glass, china, whatnots and
after 6:30 p.m.
trinkets. Too many items to list
and itemize separately.
TWO BEDROOM Brick un- Chester & Miller Auction
furnished house, 5 miles east of Service 435-4042. 4314672.
Murray,off 121 on black top road,
7534491.
43. Real

frelailla111111111

Another View

Front End
Alignment
$795

1969 CAPRICE, automatic,
Power steering, Air, good condition, $950.00. Call 762-2557.
1964 FORD,Galaxie. Call 753-5447
after 5:00 p.m.

North Point
Standard

SIROMIVAN.

916_ Mayfieki Rd.
Murray,

Dwain Taylor Corner

Ir•-•
-•
-e.
I.***** c

••••4•
11

'
'11.
4-SY•

furnished
room,
ng
id kitchen.
id driveway.
3ouples only.
519 after 7:30

sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

Ky.

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Electric
offers
24
hour
emergency service for well
,pumps, plumbing and electrical
problems. Phone 753-6643.

Al
A
•••••••• \•••••••••••••.‘,
1,•

111M11111111111111111

New 1974 Chevrolet, red convertible, loaded with equipment, now in stock.

LARGE BUILDING, 50 by 120
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, six
feet for sale or rent, 435-5582.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
rooms and bath. Air conditioned.
FORD-1964 Galatfe 500, four
models.
all
makes
and
All electric. Walking distance of
door. Loaded. Local one owner.
Authorized Baldwin service.
campus. Nice and clean. Phone GUY SPANN REALTY for all Phone 753-4679.
Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or
753-7276.
your needs. We handle all types
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
of Real Estate. We need listings. MAVERICK-1973, two door, six
38. Pets
Phone 753-7724, 901 Sycamore, cylinder, automatic. Autumn
SEAMLESS GUTTEFtS, baked green, black vinyl top, radio,
641 PET Shop, 7 !wiles- north of Murray.
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107 ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
white wall tires, 6,800 miles.
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
years. For free detailed estimate after 5.00 p•m
Sharp. Phone 753-8124.
(old ice plant). Complete
puppies, tiny toy poodles,
phone Atkins Gutter service,
remodeling
and
repairs, 4.
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and 37 AC RE farm, two bedroom
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
cabinets, paneling, doors, forhampsters, fish and supplies. house, 2 car garage on 641 North BUICK SPECIAI,---1968, four
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. mica work, finish carpentry,
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m. door hardtop, power brakes and
ittised Cori & Truc#
BLUE GRASS Builders. Year Having trouble getting those contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
steering, automatic
trandone? Call Ernest
smission,factory air. Good on oil 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent FORD GALAXIE-1964. Phone end special-2 car garage, as low small jobs
753-0790 nights.
AKC REGISTERED Poodle
White,
753-0605.
as
siding
or
$1895.00.
Alufninum
and gas mileage. For information condition, sacrifice. Phone 753- 753-5447 after 5:00 p.m.
puppies, whites, silvers, apricots
additions. For the price, you
phone 767-4408 after 5:00 p.m.
8892 between 5 and 7 p.m.
and blacks. Will hold until FOR SALE by owner. Four
can't afford to wait. Phone WILL KEEP children in my LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
1957
CHEVROLET.
Excellent
Christmas. Phone 7534379.
bedroom home, two baths,
PLYMOUTH DUSTER-1973, 1973 MAVRICK, blue with white condition, will sacrifice. Phone Mayfield collect 247-7672.
home for working mothers. Having trouble getting those
Remodeled old home on big lot,
black on black, V-8 engine, vinyl top. Still under warranty, 753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00
Phone 753-7287.
small jobs done? Call Ernest
753-3163.
carport.
Call
city
water,
FIVE MINIATURE poodles,
bucket seats, automatic, tape call 753-1560 after 6 p.m.
White 753-0605
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
p.m.
pure bred. Make good Christmas
player, Keystone mags. Phone
basements, ready to live in if WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exgifts. Phone 435-5261.
Peal.
CHEVROLET-1963, six cylin- 1969 CHEVELLE, Malibu, 2 door wanted,
patios, terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
garages,
IN PANORAMA Shores, with 753-6221, ask for Steve
der, straight shift, four door. hardtop,
small
V-8, sidewalks, retaining walls from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
beautiful Lakeview. Three
BULL TERRIERS, AKC, 10 bedrooms, two baths, year round 1961 FALCON 4 door, automatic, $225.00. Phone 753-0525 or 753- automatic transmission, $375.00 driveways, etc. Also backhoe 753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free PUPPY TO be given away.
Phone 753-5447.
weeks, shots and wormed. Phone home. Large work shop on lower $100.00. Phone 753-3665.
0379.
or best offer 206 S. 9th Street. work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765. estimates.
753-4106
level. Central heat and air. Large
lot. Roberts Realty, 12th &
.41. Public Sates
Sycamore 753-1651

Phone 7512617

Hazel Hwy.

41.Solaii1.111.

45. Faillei1111111.

M.Free Caliei

AUCTION SALE, Saturday
December 8, 10:00 a.m. at the kl.WtOrCYCieS
late Edith Hughes home, 213 S.
100 Honda and a singleshot,
15th Street, Murray. This is a
bolt action 22 cal. Rifle. Call 436good old Estate. Auction office
5607.
old antique furniture, glass,
china collectors items, been
100-1971 model. Sharp.
handed down for many years. HONDA
at Darnell Marine Sales, or
Also nice usable furniture. Some See
items are, electric stove, small phone 7534734.
refrigerator, portable TV,
electric heaters, living room and 1971 YAMAHA mini bike. Phone
bedroom furniture, small ap- 753-7287.
pliances and cooking utensils,
fancy antique dressers, old
rockers, treadle seleIng machine,
antique center tables, dining COMPLETE RADIATOR service
table and oak chairs, old victrolla and heater repair. Shaer Auto
and records, oak vanity dresser, Repair, 209 South 7th Street.
old radio and fireplace set Phone 753-1751.
alls1.1M3r.T..11.A
Nursery and Landscaping
'We design and plant your ideas"
Now Thru Sat., Dec. 15
Standard Burfords, Dwarf Burfords, Azaleas, Helleri Holly,
and Magnolia Trees 15 per cent off
Nellie R. Stevens, Chinese Holly, and Japanese Holly ) Hetzi,
Comoacta, Roturidifolia) 10 per cent off
Located on Hwy.641, Riviera Trailer Court No. M.
753-9946, 753-0797 f Call anytime ) Open 8-5:30, 7 days a week
Live Christmas trees and cut trees will be available
the beginning of next week.

Holiday Specials
SALE-SALE

•

Free Gift
Wrapping

Wallace's
Book Store
** Christmas Gift Ideas **

16
15
14
13
12

,43
XI
18
17

11
10
9
8
7

6
5
4
3
2

Christmas

1

Shopping

BANKAMER1CARD

Free
Parki ng

• FREP

BIG DISCOUNTS THRU DEC. 23rd
save
Save
sale

Use Our Lay-Away Plan Gift

fl

Good Selection Gift Items
Sweater Vests
Turtle Neck
Dress Shirts

-solids, plaids, patterns, stripes.
-Great Selection

-All the New Looks."
Gant, Serv, Shapley, Oxford
-New button down collar, solids, plaids, stripes

At

Dinkins Moble Homes

Across From MSU Library

753-7334

11.14100,moroill,11111111111,1

PICK-UP
TRUCK
RIR TIE Elfliff MeV

CitAihrittat

SALE

15th Street
Across from MSU Library

Days Left!

College Shop
yOUr

Gift Books
Records
Bibles

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODU S
Your Headquarters for Office
Equipment and Supplies

> See our complete line of gift items
for home and office

Scale Model 1973
$25
Chevy Truck Reg. '5.94

Heavy guage steel, drop down tailgate.
/2" long. 4110
131
MURRAY Atillaig.
HOME AND AUTO STORE
Northside Shopping Center
753-2571
KAOKIVAINI

Pans-Milan -Waverly

„.A
/ ljg
cob ";11!

1973 Models at "Rock Bottom"
"EXCITING NEW 74'S"-

What Does He Really
Want For Christmas?

REASONABLY PRICED-AND

* LOOK *

FREE!!!
FREE!!!
FREE!!!

Washer & Dryer
With Many Models

New Shipment

18" Color TV on all
DOUBLE WIDES

Be Prepared for
Christmas 1974

Set Up & Delivery
Within 200 Miles

OPEN YOUR

INN!

Open Till 6:0-0-Week-di
Sun. Afternoons.
"You Just Can't Get A Better Deal Anywhere

Shop Here and You
Will Surely Find The
Solution

CHRISTMAS CLUB
TODAY

-Stink-of Murray
.Member F.D.I.C.

.41•441t

littchingbant- ikag-itb:
Dixieland Shopping Center

Act III and Jan tzen Sportswear

Skirts

Blazers
Vests

Slacks

Red, White, Blue

Lavendar & Green
SEE OUR SALE RACKS

TowiL8.t,Country Dress.,Shop
Chestnut

1304
Dixieland Shopping Center
Store Hours: 8:30-6:00 Daily
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Grubbs Dies
Saturday, Puryear
Nursing Home

Fulferal Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Ellie Paschall

Pioneer 10 Sails Safely
Through Radiation Belts

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.
( AP) — Pioheer 10 has sailed
safely through Jupiter's radiation belts and is still transmitting important data as it
Mrs. Leona Johns Grubbs of
Funeral services for Ellie
Paris, Tenn., age 91, died Paschall of Hazel Route One are heads for the Milky Way.
Jubilant scientists have beSaturday at 12:30 p.m. at the being held today at 2:30 p.m. at
gun to study data that charted
Puryear Nursing Home.
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill
shape and nature of the giShe is survived by one sister, Funeral Home with Bro. C.H. the
ant
planet's magnetic field,
Mrs. Robert Burton of Paris, Paschall officiating.
measured the magnitude of vioTerm., and one stepdaughter,
Wayne
Active pallbearers are
radiation belts and promof Royster, James Wisehart, lent
Mrs. John Littleton
to
reveal delicate details of
ised
Buchanan, Tenn. One brother, Lowell Cooper, Kale Hart,
turbulent Jovian atmosBrooks Huey:, died February 25, Jackie Butterworth, and Gerald the
phere.
1971.
Honorary
Gallimore.
"I'm elated. What else can I
Born December 1, 1882, in pallbearers are Cas HumHenry County, Tenn., she was phreys, Hester Hugh Brown, say," said Charles Hall, Piothe daughter of the Late John H. Harlan Lawrence, Hafford neer project manager, after the
unmanned 570-pound spacecraft
and Mary Alice Meador Bucy. Cooper, Ted Cooper, and
— nearly destroyed by violent
She was married in 1921 to Johnny Orr.
radiation storms — swept withCharles S. Grubbs, who
Interment will be in the South
in 81,000 miles of Jupiter's colpreceded her in death in 1930. Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
orful cloud tufts Monday night.
Sift was a member of the
Mr. Paschall, age 62, a retired
Hurled onward by Jupiter's
Conyersville United Methodist farmer, died suddenly Sunday
gravity, 2.6 times greater thou
Church.
at nine a.m. at his home. He was
Funeral services were held the son of Mrs. Iva Armstrong earth's, Pioneer began a voySunday at 1:30 p.m. at McEvoy Paschall, who survives, and the age which departs the solar
system in 1987 and subFuneral Home, Pans, Tenn., late Quitman Paschall.
sequently enters the Milky
with Rev. Quincy Scruggs
Survivors are his mother, Way.
officiating. Burial was in Mt. Mrs. Paschall; three daughters,
In case it might be encounPleasant Cemetery.
Mrs. Yvonne Melton and Mrs. tered some day by intelligent
Pamela VanDyke, both of life, the spacecraft carries a
Murray, and Mrs. Iva Lee symbol-covered plaque that
Jackson of Murray Route Six; tells from where it came.
one sister, Mrs. J.I. Patton of
Project scientists estimated
Hazel Route One; five grand- Monday night that Pioneer's rachildren, Mike, Randy, Kenny, dio might continue to send data
and Renee Jackson and Gary for five years, out to a distance
Melton; one niece, Mrs. Nita of two billion miles from earth
The funeral for Clete W. Smotherman.
near the orbit of the planet
Youngblood is being held today
Uranus.
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
The intensity of electron and
Lindsey
Funeral
Home,
proton radiation trapped in
Paducah, with ftev. Billy Hurt,
belts around Jupiter grew
Rev. Frank Norfleet, and Rev.
Robert Hill officiating. Burial
Recital Scheduled
will be in Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah.

C. W. Youngblood
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Mr. Youngblood, age 67,
owner of Youngblood's Appliance Co., Paducah, died
Sunday at 3:45 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
was a member of Immanuel
Baptist Church, Fraternal
Order of the Police, and of the
Musicians Local Union.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jean Youngblood, and
daughter, Aeko Sato, Paducah;
two sisters, Mrs. Dewey Cole of
Paducah and Mrs. Willie Glover
of Hardin; several nieces and
nephews.

Former Resident
Dies On Sunday

Judge Miller
To Speak At
Cthivention

Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller will be the
guest speaketiAthe 54th annual conventioeathe Kentucky
Farm Bureau at the Galt House
in Louisville this week.
Other speakers on the
program inclode Governor
Wendell Ford, and Louis F.
'son, president, and John W.
Koon, executive secretary of
the Farm Bureau.
Judge Miller will speak at the
awards program dinner tonight
at 7130, at which the communications awards and
distinguished service awards
will also be presented

Golden Age Club Plans
Luncheon Meet Friday

Word has been received of the
death of Amos Garland, 45, of
San Jose, Calif., husband of the
former Ruby Grooms of Paris,
Tenn. He died unexpectedly
Sunday morning at his home of
an apparent heart attack.

The Golden Age Club will
have its regular monthly luncheon meeting on Friday,
December 7, at 12 noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
W.O. Vaughn, president, will
conduct the business meeting to
be followed by a social hour and
entertainment.
A potluck luncheon will be
served at 12 noon with Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Lepinske, Mrs.
Catherine Lepinske, Mrs. Lula
Dunn, Mrs. Katie Overcast, and
Mrs. Mary Lamb in charge of
thekarrangements.

Mrs. Bill (Linda) Reynolds of
Paris, Tenn., a sister-in-law,
will attend funeral services
Wednesday in San Jose. Burial
will follow there.
A native of near New Concord, Ky., Garland- was a service station owner. Besides his
widow, he leaves a daughter,
two sons, and several sisters
and brothers.

aa4

Try Murray First

PROaCHEM

Why Order From
Out of Town

/4.4,y4e/4

Call 753-8245

'WANT LIST
BROOMS
Push Brooms all types)
Corn Warehouse Brooms
Dust Getter Upright

Bob Rousse, Dist

Supply Store
To Your Door

MOPPING PRODUCTS
Mop Buckets
Mop Wringers—Press
Mop Handles
Mop Heads (Rayon-Cotton)
Stick Mops
Dust Mops Industrial)

Save Money!
Entrance
Mats

FLOOR MAINTENANCE
All purpose Cleaners
Wax Strippers
Floor Sealers
Floor Finishes or Wax
Carpet Cleaners
Floor Machines

ANTI-FATIGUE
MATS-RUNNERS
FLOOR MACHINES
VACUUMS

REST
ROOM
MAINSERVICE STATION
TENANCE
AUTO CLEANUP SUPPLIES
Pine or Mint Disinfectant
Bowl Cleaners
Bowl Brushes
Bowl--Urinial Deodorants
To Churches
Wall Block Deodorants
Schools-Hospitals
Spray Room Deodorants
Institutions
Lotion Hand Soap
Govt. Agencies
Soap Dispensers
Phone Day or Night
Towel Cabinets
Pgptr-i uweis'
' WINDOW MAINTENANCE
Glass Cleaners
Window Squeegees
Window Brushes

Special Discoun

.1 •

•
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By University Senior
Peter Mark of Batavia, N.Y.,
a music education ( trombone)
major at Murray State
University, will present his
senior recital on the campus
Sunday, Dec. 9.
Mark,the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle Mask of 8068 State St. Rd.,
is a candidate for graduation
Dec. 19 at the conclusion of the
fall semester.
Numbers on his recital
program include "Sonata in G
Minor" by Corelli, "Andante
and Allegro" by Beret,
"Widmug"
by
Franz,
"Pastorale" by Frackenpohl,
"Sonata for Trombone and
Piano" by Takacs, "Sonata
Adagio" by Corelli, and
"Sonata Allegro" by Boyce.
Miss Cathy Propst of Crystal
City, Mo., will serve as Mark's
accompanist. He will be
assisted with two trombone
triois during his program by
Matt Boston of Mayfield and
Jeff Clarke of Salem.

Dr. C. D. Wilder
Luncheon Speaker
"The Cause of Ecology and
the Energy Crisis" will be the
topic of Dr. C.D. Wilder's
presentation at this week's
United Campus Ministry luncheon at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Dr. Wilder, as Associate
Professor of Biology at Murray
State, has been on the faculty
since 1969. He obtained his
bachelor's degree at the
University of North Carolina
and his Masters from the
University of Tennessee. Dr.
Wilder holds his Ph. D. degree
from the University of Florida.
The luncheons are held each
Wednesday at the United
Campus
Ministry
while
university classes are in
session, and are open to the
public. The cost is only $1.00.
For information call 753-3531.

Fraternity Solicits
Toys For Children
A drive to collect used toys
and to raise money to buy new
toys has been announced as a
Christmas project by Lambda
Chi Alpha social fraternity at
Murray State University.
Mike McCage of Murray,
chairman of the drive, said the
toys will be given to children at
Paradise Friendly Home near
Bell City in Graves County and
distributed to children in
Calloway County through the
American Red Cross.
A house-to-house solicitation
is planned in Murray from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday, Dec.
8, to collect toys and donations,
according to McCage. He said
broken toys which can be
repaired by fraternity members
are aise•welearne. - . •
Anyong i!ho wili not be .at
home define the hours of the
canvass may call 753-9079 or
753-3847 before Saturday to
arrange for a no*, up of toys or
donation

Reserve
Members
Promoted —

steadily Monday as the space
probe plunged toward the planet. Scientists monitoring the
rising radiation feared the
spacecraft might be damaged
or silenced completely.
Then about an hour before
Pioneer swept on past Jupiter,
at 82,000 miles per hour, radiation intensity began declining.
The worst was past. After worrying during the spacecraft's
21-month trip that it might never send back crucial data, the
experts relaxed.
Assessing radiation afterward, Hall said Pioneer 01115
only a few minutes away from
sustaining major damage.

MSU

The Tennessee Valley Authority is inviting bids for construction of a building to provide
.
permanent
offices for administrative personnel at Land Between The Lakes reerreation area In western Kentucky and Tennessee. The 19,008-square-foot building will be located about a hall-mile south of U.S.
Highway 68 near Golden Pond, Kentucky. It will replace the present temporary offices in trailers, old
dwellings, and a former motel and pool room at Golden Pond. Bids will be received by the TVA
Division of Purchasing in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and opened on January 18. TVA hopes to move
into the new building in October of next year.

(Continued from Page 1
He said the state appropriation recommended by
the council for the 1974-75 fiscal
year is about $700,000 higher
than the state appropriation for
the current year, an increase of
about 5.2 percent over the 197374 figure of $11,502,540.
Murray State was also
recommended by the council for
$5.5 million in capital improvement money, Curris
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
added, the largest amount
recommended for any of the Supreme Court Monday refused
to consider the case of an Eaststate regional universities.
Funds for capital im- ern Kentucky University nonteprovements in the recom- nured teacher who was dismendation include $4 million for missed because the school disa new central heating and -agreed with her teaching methcooling plant, which Curris said ods and philosophy.
At the same time, the high
would "end the dubious status
of Murray State as the No. 1 court agreed to decide whether
polluter in Calloway County," a lawyer in Kentucky and two
and 91.5 for the renovation of attorneys in Pennsylvania
Wilson Hall as an annex to the should be granted jury trials on
contempt-of-court charges inlibrary.
A note of caution crept into volving long prison sentences.
Justice William 0. Douglas
Curris' tone, however, when he
warned that the energy crisis was the lone dissenter as the
could have an adverse effect on court let stand a LI,S. -Circuit
the state economy. He said an Court of Appeals decision reeconomic lag would mean jecting Dr. Phyllis B. Hetrick's
reduced revenues, consequently claim that her right to free
a tightening of state ap- speech was violated when she
was fired because she used
propriations.
non-traditional teaching methods.
Dr Hetrick, an English cornposition and drama teacher,
was hired for the 1969-70 school
(Cantioned from Page I

Supreme Court Refuses To Hear
Case Of DismissecIEKU Teacher

Council . . .

Yancy, Debbie :looks and Nada
Lynn Frazier.
From Lynn Grove School
Louis Zimmerman, Steve
Thomas and Meleah Rose
Paschall.
From Carter School. Jerry
McClure, Kathryn Roberts and
Tony Melton.
From Murray Middle School 5
and 6 grade, Joe Mark Ails,
Stan Paschall and Bob Hall.
From Murray Middle School 7
and 8th grade, Gene Lovett,
Leah Hill and Mickey Spann.
From Robertson School, Paul
Austin, Wendy Lovett and Jeff
Cartwright.
From University School Kim
Lund, Lynn Beatty and Martha
Pitman.
"The Calloway County Drug
Council would like to express
thanks to all those who helped
make this project the success it
was," a spokesman for the
council said.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal state market news
service, Tuesday, December 4.
Kentucky Purchase area hog
market report includes 9 buying
stations, receipts: act. 673, est.
600. Barrows and gilts fully 50
cents lower, sows $1.00 to $1.50
lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 139.50-40.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 139.00-3950
US 2-4240-260 lbs. 138.25-39.00
US 3-4260-280 lbs. 137.50-38.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb•s. $31.50-32.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs. 130.50-31.50
US 2-3450-850 lbs. $29.50-30.50
Boars $28.00-30.00

year. fltontract was not renewed
the next year, however, when a student complained about her discussions of
the Vietnam War and the draft
during a freshman class.
Other complaints concerned
her statement in class that she
was "an unwed mother." Her
lawyers said she made the
statement without explaining
she was a divorced mother.
They said the statement was
made to demonstrate the ironic
qualities of language.
The appeals court in Cincinnett- Nioncluded she was not
fired because of any statements she may have made,"
but because the university
found her teaching methods objectionable.
University officials testified
during the trial that most of
their students are "generally
unsophisticated" and come
from "somewhat restrictive
backgrounds."
They said Dr. Hetrick's
stress on student responsibility
and keedom to organize their
•
work *as not well suited to her
students.
1Coutisoned from Page 11
The appellate court ruled that
permission to oil companies to
accademic freedom ''does not
pass through to the consumer
increases in crude oil and other
costs, would raise the price of
gasoline at the filling station by
about 14 cents per gallon.
That would mean a retail
price of about 60 cents a gallon.
Simon said Monday he will
press for a decision on rationing "in the very near future
and I emphasize very."
A year-round Daylight Saving
Time measure has passed the
House by an overwhelming
margin.
The House Monday passed a
bill that would require the
states to set a 55 mile-per-hour
speed limit or lose federal highOFF
way funds.

Gas.

1g

JAC
cl‘IA
CP
Y
in

"In essence, she espouses a
A Gilt GOV Mots
purported rule of law that
would reduce school systems to
For the School Guard
mere paymasters, utterly deEvery day she s at the
corner.
helping your kids
void of authority with regard to
cross the street She should
the competence of nontenured
really be remembered, with
faculty members."
a special
holiday
treatl
In the second case, the Sue"
,
preme Court agreed to decide
whether a laywer in Kentucky
and two in Pennsylvania should
be granted jury trials on contempt of court charges.
The court said it would decide whether jury trials should
be granted if there is a "strong
possibility of a substantial term
of imprisonment."
The high court also said it
would decide whether, in cases
involving multiple counts, the
cumulative sentence rather
than the separate sentences
should be used as the measure
for deciding the seriousness of
So. 12th Street
the violations.

opportunity in wishing the Murray community a VERY
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!* —
to

DAVE'S GAS SAVER GARAGE
Get a Gas Saver Tune-Up at
c00
%OFF

Stock /Avid
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
14% +/
1
4
Am. Motors
8% -/
1
4
A.T.& T.
45/
1
4 +
Ashland Oil
22% -1%
Boise Cascade
117/8 -/
3
4
Ford
Can. Motors
46% -11
/
4
Gen. Tire
13 -%
Goodrich
15% -/
1
4
Gulf Oil
201
/
4 -%
Pennwalt
20 -/
3
4
Quaker Oats
30% UNC
Tappan
7 +1
/
4
Western Union
13 -4/4
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Save this Christmas Greeting and bring Hifi
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The 100th Army Reserve
Training Division was last
called up on active duty during
the Berlin Crisis in 1961.
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The David Williams family would like to take this

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY

encompass the right of a nontenured teacher to have her
teaching style insulated from
review by her superior..."
Lawyers for the Richmond,
Ky., school said it was an
surb proposition" for Dr. Hetrick to claim her right to free

Three members of the
Murray company of the 100th
Army Reserve Division have
been promoted, according to
company commander 1LT
Larry M. Doyle.
Promoted from sergeant(E5)
to staff sergeant (E6) were
Donald Burchfield of Murray
and Thomas Wallace of Benton.
Daniel W. Grimes,..a pre-law
student at Murray State
University, moved up from
private first class to corporal.
All three of the men were
promoted as a result of their
completion of the Army Drill
Sergeant's School.
Company D in Murray is one
of several companies in the
Purchase area within the 3rd
Battalion,
which
has
headquarters in Paducah.
All the units in the battalion
have the mission for two weeks
each summer, and if called up
for active duty, to conduct basic
training for Army recruits.

PHONE 753-466 2

MURRAY, 10ENTU( KY

42071
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THANK YOU,
Murray
THANK YOU, Calloway County
THANK YOU,
Everybody
To the thousands of residents and visitors who attended our Rotary Christmas
Auction
and Parade we extend warmest thanks for sharing with us the joy of making
it all happen.
Your support made it fun. Your generosity made it a whopping financial
success - all
profits, of course, to go right back into the civic needs of our own
community.
And we are especially grateful to the several individuals who donated
so freely of their
own time, talents, and facilities to help us run the show.
People like Charles Rains for
painting our signs; Wayne Wilson and Charles Thompson, our
auctioneers; Mrs. A.L.
Voungerman, for the auction site: and of course we shall be forever
grateful for the enthusiastic support given us by the news media —WNBS,WKMS,The
Murray Democrat, and
the Ledger & Times.
To the many people who marched in our Parade, to the
organizations and Individuals who
set up shop to sell,crafts and cakes, to the ATO
Fraternity and to Murray Merchants
everywhere, we can only say:
—
.-.•
' '
' '
ANKIT TOR 11EINg *THERE WHEN WE NEEDELT YOU!

The Murray Rotary Club
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Waren, wooly %moors
Tricot-lired for added
fort
Sizes 4-9, 10-3

MOP SLIPPERS

IFAITS &
NISSEt BOW Till

zufltb.r lc"
teso
In ass)rted colors.

Saft-liyted, manmade

PLUSH
BOOTIE

TEEMS & WINDS

NIA CIOICE

Twin gore insures good fit
Rubber' sole
Sizes 9-3 In brown

CORDU RO
SLIPPER

1111t$ WAIN LIMED

• ONE BAND SCUFF

LADIES WOOLY

Vinyl uppers with underlay and
topstitch treatment
Squared toe and cowboy heel
2-3 (Imported)
1
Sizes 8/
In block.

COWBOY
BOOTS

BOYS DECORATIVE

Reg. to 4.99

CHOICE

YOUR

ONE LOW PRICE

Soft, flexible manmade uppers
Bouncy crepe sole
Sizes 61/2-12 (hnported)
In brown

OPERA
SLIPPERS

MEN'S FOAM CUSHIONED

3,4t

TEENS &
WONEIS

Comparably
prised
to 2.44

Uppers of soft, nsanrnode material
Foam insole for extra comfort
Sizes: Girls 10-3, womens to 10
In assorted colors.

Shiny manmade crinkle patent uppers
Cushioned innersole and soft foam lining
Sizes to 10
(Imported) In Block

CNOICE

YOUR

OPEN TOE
LOUNGEABOUT

IL-VaLVIEU4WAViVAUlle

M
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SIMS WHIM

Supplement To
LEDGER &
MAYFIELD MESSENGER

Smart fashion pants for her
this Clwistreasl 100 percent
polyester double knit flare
leg pants with 2" waist and
cuffs. Holiday colors. Sizes
5-13.

2

llook Greta Car&
Lapilifty
Comb

THOM WAYS TO
SHOP

Teer pewee box of
Itortiees awhertmoot of Iigto sett
dork cheeeknea.
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Model
6•10
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The perfect gilt for heti Hairdryer with
gentle mist for fast long-lasting sets. Touch 'n
tilt hood for added comfort. Jumbo hood atcomnsodates large rollers, all hair styles,
flee position control including two wig
**Stings.

HAIR DRYER

HARD HAT

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

Groat value in this go anywhere ntocitinitt features easy
to read six digit display,
twolve digit capacity for sand
, adds,subtracts, multiply',
divides, battery operated,
weigks.only 12 ounces.

39
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CHOCOLATES

PANTS

Great gi#t$ to give.
tops for Christmas! Long
sleet. screen print
cordigeo-frovit lops In
on ctesollosont ci prints
and colon. Sizes S, M
1.

TOPS

um Milne

MIES MOISTEN

-0

RING
TIE BELLS
FOR BIG
BARGAINS!
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QUILTED ROBE
944

(A) LADIES NYLON

A lovely gift item! 100 percent acetate quilted long robe for warmth
and comfort. Milor ribbon trim down
front and on sleeves, gripper front,
tunnel neck with bow trim. Sizes
s-m-I. Red, blue, purple.

(D)LADIES ACETATE ROBE
788

A warm and wonderful gift for that lady on your
list! 100 percent acetate quilted robe with kodel
fiberfill, two tone white top, embroidery trim
collar, button front, self belt. Sizes 10-18 in
pink, aqua, lilac.

(C)LADIES ACETATE
QUILTED ROBE
88

Give comfort! Give her a
nylon quilted robe with kodel
fiberfill adorned with lace
and embroidery trim neck and
front. Empire waist, button
front. Beautiful colors. Sizes
10-18

(B)LOVELY NYLON ROBE

The perfect gift for any lady in your life!
Full length
100 percent nylon robe with
butterfly quilt, kodel
fiberfill, reinforced gripper front.
Front yoke effect
with six solid bow trim. Lovely
colors. Sizes 10-18.

•

I fl

A chest and cobinet designed for
home and light shop work. Duro
ble grey Kromotex enamel body,
with contrasting red drawers on
chest and red door on cabinet
Cabinet rolls easily on four cos
ten. Model 7048A and 7049A.

TOOL CHEST & CABINET

2-speed jig wow lets you pick the speed to
suit the job; low speed for metals, high
speed for wood and compositions. Includes No 7514 double insulated 2-speed
jigsaw. U2151 rip fence, four assorted jig
saw blodes in blade pocket and customfined carrying case. $27.43 value if
bought separately. Save $7.44.
Alleditl 7319

1999

2-SPEED JIG SAW KIT

Black &Becker.

•

P 318,1 r- ve._

99

Powerful 11/4 HP motor handles the big jobs with ease. Excellent
blade visibility from either side. Wraparound sturdy steel shoe for
added support. New. "movable" pointer adjusts to follow cutting
line every time, regardless of blade wear or angle of cut. Sawdust
chute keeps sawdust away from cutting line

Model 7307

1
4"SAW
7/

BlacksDecker.

...2
R'
2"
, Yieg- 49E6firg"13 -Wg14/ WE

----wseteragsr

97
.1

Easy new way to weld! Takes only
minutes to learn! Braze, weld,
silver solder with professional results. Safe, simple to operate
and so economical. Kit includes
torch, propane, pellets, braze
rods, glasses, lighter, guarantee, etc. An ideal gift idea for
that man on your list!

88

SOLIDOX 5000 WELDING TORCH

Lever control changes action'from orbital
for fast material removal to straight-line
action for finest finishing sanding. Dustless sanding attachment works with tank
type vacuum cleaner. 14 pieces: Includes
No 7420 Deluxe Dual-Action Finishing
Sander, U1045 dustless sanding attachment, 10 sheets of assorted grit abrasive
paper, con of wood filler, spatula.
$31.78 value if bought separately. Save
16.79.

DELUXE DUAL-ACTION
DUSTLESS SANDER

Blacks Decker•

3/6" drill geared for bigger,
tougher jobs. Variable speed
lets you choose correct speed
for each job. Very good for
screwdriving, includes No.
7114 Its" Variable Speed
Drill, chuck key, custom-fitted
plastic carrying case, 3 drill
bits, cotton buff, grinding
wheel, 5 assorted grit cotton
buff, grinding wheel, 5 assorted grit abrasive disc,
backing pad, wheel arbor.
$27.39 value if bought sepoSavo $7.40.

s.!)

-

2 oz. CAN
1
12/

HELMET

• SAFETY

Clear icy windshields with the
push of &buttonl

riders.

motorbike

for all

A safety' tnust

NESS & WOMBS

Fashion accent that's sure to
pleose! Purses with shoulder
strap and top handle, bucket
type and outside pockets.

PURSES

Sheer panties with embroidery
and lace trim. Sizes 5, 6, 7 in
white, pastels, block, red.

BRIEFS & BIKINIS

LAIIU

places.

Jet stream of water washes
fast and thorough. Handy for
windows and for to reach

95

PRESSURE
WASHER

JET X

A gift every car owner would appreciate.
Lightweight with a 15' cord. Powerful suction and a built in container.

AUTO
VACUUM
CLEANER

Wonderful for Christmas giving!
Brushed tricot long gown softly
detailed .with embroidery and
lace trim. Small, medium, large.
Pretty colors.

$ SS

An attractive jewelry box that will
pleose anyone on your list! Simulated
leather cover with velour and satin lining. Assorted colors.

JEWELRY BOXES

Dainty jewelry to please her Christmas
morn! Choose from a wide assortment
of stones and cameos.

BOXED PENDANT & EARRING SET

An assortment of famous name
watches, 17 and 21 jewels, which will
make excellent gifts. Included ore
mens automatics, mens and ladies
calendars, waterproofs, and dressy
models Shop early for best selection.

CHILDRENS WATCHES

Ititg. 2).44

88

C. BRUSHED TRICOT LONG GOWN

Surprise her with a gift she'll love and enjoy!
Sheer overlay gown with lace trim, spaghetti tie
waist. Sizes small, medium, large. Assorted pastels.

DE-ICER
Handsome, slim design provides
maximum stereo sound for your car.
" and is impact resis2
/
Measures 51
tant.

STEREO SPEAKERS

DOOR MOUNT

Tape cartridge carrying case hold(,
24 tapes. Attractive red velve
flocked interior with individual corn
partm•nts. Available in black,
brown, green, and red.

97

TAPE
CADDY

Dainty acetate nylon coat with rows of lace and
wide sheer collar, matching gown. Sizes 7 to 14.
Any young lady would be pleased to find one of
these under the tree

B. LADIES NYLON LONG GOWN

GIRLS PEIGNOIR SET
377

Gift that someone special on your list with a
peignoir set! Sheer peignoir with tie neck, ruching trim, matching gown in care free nylon.
Sizes small, medium, large. Exciting colon.

A. LADIES PEIGNOIR SET

WATCHES

large
Heavy duty design rack is odjustable to
carries one
or small bikes. Fits all cars and
bump•r.
or two bikes. Easily adjusts to
Chrome plated or vinyl coated models

AUTO
BIKE RA

2-BICYCLE

4

KRACO

AUTO TAPE PLAYER

8-track stereo tape player has,
black m•tal cabinet withl
chrome finish accents. Solid
state engineered and easy to
operate volume, balance and
tons slide controls.

NAN.*

inc u.es
torch, propane, pellets, braze
rods, glasses, lighter, guarantee, etc. An ideal gift idea for
that man on your list!

SPRAY

PENN CHAMP

Portable hand spotlight has
35,000 candle power. Handy•
safety 'device for •mergencieC

497

SPOTLIGHT

HAN

00441160budfookiniN/61..
....0,

rowers on
contrasting re
chest and red door on cabinet.
Cabinet rolls easily on four costen Model 7048A and 7049A.

4

.

Irma.

lee Riders, the brand the cowboys
wear. Authentic 13/
3
4-oz. Lee cowboy dentin. Scratch proof hip pockets, thread rivets, U shape saddle
crotch for comfort. Sanforized for
permanent fit. Sizes 28-34 Slims,
36-38 Regular.

733

Lee
RiDers
astlintic wester* puts

A gift that is sure
to please any
man on your listl
Quilt lined corduroy
"Cossack"
locket
with
straight bottom,
2-way slosh zipper, lower patch
pockets, button
tabs. Sizes S-XL.
Bronze
.or Olive.

Sir Nog.'12"

1000

COSSACK

CORDUROY

LINED

QUILT

WIENS 2$-INCH

A terrific,buyl Polyester double knit
pants with two quarter top pockets,
two back reece pockets, ban-roll
waist. Flare leg. Sizes 29 to 42 in
black,'green, navy.

DRESS SLACKS

Great gifts robes! Comfortable and warm
robes in assorted colorful plaids. Wash and
wear. Sizes small, medium, large, extra
large.

77

FLANNEL ROBE

MENS 100% COTTON

MENS 100% TEXTURED
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

Long sleeve cardigan of 50
percent polyester"; 50 percent
acrylic, five button v-neck
front Heather colors. Sizes
S. XL

Handsome shirts of 65-35
poly -cotton broadcloth,
top
center, box pleat in center of
back, double yoke, notched
cuff, taper and tails. Assorted
patterns and solid colors.
Sizes 141
/
2 to 17.

97

RESS SHIRTS

MENS LONG SLEEVE
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39.95
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44
A smokeless broiler rack and serving
cradle is featured in this threein-one pan. Teflon II coated pan
set is made of extra thick aluminum.
Avocado, Poppy, Harvest Gold.

YOUR
NOICE:

WEAREVER BAKE 'N BROIL PAN
or 3-PC. FRY PAN SET

Rig. 12.8s with

COOKWARE
Set includes /
11
2 and 2
quart covered saucepans, 10 inch fry pan
and 5 quart dutch oven
to fit. All
easy
aluminum
for
cl n

- HEAVY

7-PIECE WEAREVER

vest Gold. Great kitchen helpers.

4
0 •

Set includes 1 ond 2 quart covered saucepans, 10 inch fry pan
and 3 quart dutch oven with
cover to fit both. Even heating
aluminum with safe handles and
knobs.

Cards At Big K

Bank Credit

.:=

•

Use Your

What every good cook needs! Teflon Ii
coating adds ease in cleaning inside
while the tough Porcelain coating outside
stays bright and attractive Poppy,
Avocado, and Harvest Gold

Nog. 14.58

88

13

COOKWARE SET

WEAREVER 7-PC.
ALUIAINUIN

;
L. 2
,W

WEAREVER 7-PIECE

00g312 nfe,i

COOKWARE SET

OUNTY ELECTRIC DUTCH
tOVEN or
SKILLET
YOUR CHOICE:
Both welcomed gifts. Each item
comes in Avocado, Poppy ond Har:4111ig

Rig

Heavy gouge wrought aluminum
ensures even heat distribution. Easy
to clean aluminum interior with easy
grip handles. Block, Avocado,
vest Gold.

8-PIECE COOKWARE SET

WEAREVER

a-a

(M

• gip

.••••

-

•••

AND FON

Beautify hur table this year
with o crystal bowl with WV*"
trim, matthing fork and
spoon.

ns SPUN

BOWL

CRYSTAL
CENTERPIECE

Rust woof kitchen set includes
canisters, salt and peppers,
bread box, recipe box. All
with celortil decoration.

4

5

KITCHEN
STARTER SET

11-PIECE

788

PUP TENT
The ideal tent for young
campers. Economical, easy to
erect, and easy to carry. Made
of 6-oz. emerald green fabric.
Comes complete with metal
poles, guy ropes and polypropylene stakes.

Zip-up its a sleeping bag!Open
Reversible!
up its a comforter!
matching
Gay prints reverse to
color!
solid

PARTY BAG
888

A great Christmas giftfor anyone who likes to set 0 nice
table! Includes large tossing
bowl, 4 small salad bowls,
fork and spoon. Assortment of
styles.

88
SALAD SET

1-PIECE WOODEN

-:, tokrswe(
,

Surprise her this Christmas with something new and
beautiful for her table! 50-piece set of stainless steel
tableware in exquisite Costellono pattern PLUS 17piece set kitchen cutlery.

67— PIECE
TABLEWARE &
CUTLERY SET

the cook in your family, the "Old
Hickory" set is the ideal gift! Includes
slicing knife, butcher knife, household
knife, utility knife, paring knife and
pine chopping block.
For

88

KNIFE SET

5-PC.

Hatide=oorn accessorise in modern
deatarl to Wend with any roam decor.
Magazine tack, utility table, smoker
'stand, 3-tier telephoto table. All with
brass plated, heavy gauge steel
frames. brass ball feet, roomy shel
and dividers.

MAGAZINE RACK,SMOKER, UTILITY
OOM DIVIDER OR TELEPHONE STAND

6-ounce Santa boot filled with
individually wrapped pep;
permint stick candy. 411116

77C

1/11.
SANTA BOOT

A great Christmas gift for little men,
Choose from a plastic fire engine
or dump truck filled with lots of
Christmas candy.

FIRE ENGINE ON OWIP TRIM
FILLED WITI
CANDY
Your Choice

Mouth watering milk and dark
chocolates in attractive Christmas
boxes.

Your
Choice

14-11Z.
COUNTRY COTTAGE
OR GOLD ASSORTMENT
CHOCOLATES

4-LB.
BOX

100

Y1R
ENCHANTMENT
CHOCOLATES

Choice

Your

Pound of old fashioned peppermint stick candy. Great for
stocking stuffen1

Solid milk chocolates
shaped in balls, bells, sontas in tie top bags of
several different colors.

CHRISTMAS BELLS, BALLS OR FOIL
WRAPPED SANTAS

1111

rrag,
Aie •""

14 ounces of mixed nuts in tin. Gift
boxed

SALTED MIXED NUTS

14-OUNCE

Cards At Big K

Three pounds of hard mix
Christmas candy in poly bog.

Merry Christmas chocolate nuts
isncluding almonds, cashews,
peanuts, filberts, brazils.

PLANTERS MILK
CHOCOLATE NUT
ASSORTMENT

Giant cone filled
with candy. Great
for decoration or
stocking stuffers!

Decimated boxes
asserted chocolate
with a unique
personal touc

3 LB. CHOCOLATE
ASSORTMENT

When Christmas arrives, so
do fruit cakes! Makes great
gifts, desserts or snacks for
Santa.

Ii Ti.

24-0Z.
FRUIT CAKE

assortment of milk and dark
Lu scious aortment
chocolates in gift box. An ideal gift
for that special person!

Always a favorite during the holidays Two
pounds of hard candy in bog.

in-one pan. Teflon II coated pan
set is made of extra thick aluminum.
Avocado, Poppy, Harvest Gold

•

7c

9

PEN I PENCIL SET

SNUFFER

I

Great for gift giving!
Choose a powerpoint slim
pen and pencil set, petit*
pen or executive chrome
pen. All gift boxed

CALENDAR
RADIO

POWERPOINT
PEN & PENCIL
SETS

Gifts for the hostel Threepiece chip 'n dip set in smart
avocado and gold colors.

An excellent gift for easier, better ironing. Features
"burst of steam" button, plus
handy control knob and safe-

88

IRON

45-PC.
MELAMINE

0

-

R. 12.88

88

DINNERWARE SET
super buy on these lovely
mela mine dishes! 43 pie
piece
set i n assorted patterns.
A

1
3 0
1 61
Reg..2

Quiet, but powerful!
This versatile vacuum
cleaner works hard
to clean! Swivel top
Extra attachments.
Any lady would love
to find one of these
under the tree.

--swq*Inimimgme.

t
j a sail
MOWN UPI

111111110Tall BEM
TEAM I IINT

An ideal gift for the hornomakert
3 Appliances In Onel Automatic
4 slice toaster, large capacity
oven, top browning, up front
controls for easy operation.

11

097

VACUUM CLEANER

PREMIER

Model T2360
The ideal compact for your desk
the new GE FM-AM
or den .
Calendar Radio. You change It.
day and date with the push of
a button. The unique trapezoid
styling will odd a spot of interest
to any room. A red see-through
back lets you we the actual working components.

Sir Nog. 111.15

88

14

GENERAL ELECTRIC
AN/Fl

53°

10"
CANDLE

PAPER 3MATE.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

7 Reg. 1.33

9

4

•

I

2
1
"
tall, 1/
diameter red candl, to add the
( spirit of Christmas
to your home.

YULETIDE CANDLE
15"

16-111011

Ipplmiliwammappoomissoiamaw4t'006MRIIIM10H2

CHIP'N DIP SET

Two-tone cLassically styled knife
with hole in•handl• for better balance and. WV•r1 carving. Attached
cord. Cutting board has holder.

3 88

5

With Coning Board

ELECTRIC KNIFE.

A perfect giftl Quality ballpoint pen and p•ncil in gift
box.

2.00

Priepriced At

•••••••-es.

111111Mir

107

MATCHING APRONS

Christmas print terry towels
for your kitchen decor.
Choose from four different
patterns

CHRISTMAS TERRY
KITCHEN TOWELS

Brighten your holiday table
this Christmas with a new table cloth. Choose from assorted Christmas prints or red
and green solids.
60" ROUND CLOTH 5.77

TABLE CLOTH

CNNISTMAS

g" F

F

n

P.

.:g.* I
;;

2.-1 Fg-i3c.g.

11.
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6.33

3 22

2 66

WORM

I

Assorted quilted top, polyester filled toss
pillows to match the decor of any room in
your home. Assorted colors.

I I

TOSS PILLOWS

ASSORTED

3
:1
3gglYg
N2

Noiron, 50 penent polyester, 50 percent cotton sheets and
prints. drighten
cases in bettoliel bouquet and pinclot
Christmas.
this
gift
a
as
give
or
set
a
with
bedroom
up your

Pr.
42 x 46 KING PILLOW CASES... 2-33

KING FLAT OR FITTED

FULL FLAT OR FITTED

TWIN FLAT OR FITTED

MOMMINEMIIMPOI.

2 22 Pr.

IT WEST-POINT PEPPERELL

SHEETS & CASES

BOUQUET AND PIN-DOT

OD

OD WI

42 x 36 Pillow Cases

IN
•PA
88
2
1

ATCNING 48 x 84 DRAPES

ROOM-SIZE RUGS
100 percent polyester
plush shag, decorator
stripes, serged all around,
skid resistant waffle backing. 81/2x11 1/2 sizis

•

2

Elegontly rich crushed velvet mist spreads —
that ore completely machine washable and
never needs ironing! Pre-shrunk, too so
they'll always fill High fashion colon to
brighten and enhance any bedroom

88

VELVET BEDSPREADS

row.o.r.41.41W

.11

